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Imagination
earns Murray
boy big honor
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
A Murray youngster with a big imagination got an equally big
honor over the weekend.
Jonah Wiggins' creativity and love for animals earned him recognition Saturday at the Cedarhurst Center for the Arts in Mt. Vernon,
III., for a short story he wrote titled,"A Brown Pelican's Adventure."
Wiggins won first place in the kindergarten division after submitting his story in the WSIU Public Broadcasting Reading Rainbow
story contest.
"I thought about it because my sister did," he said."We looked on
the computer and found all the rules. Then I started wnting the
story."
Wiggins, who is homeschooled by his mother, Leanna, said he
wrote the story about a brown pelican who built a messy nest and
had to receive help from other wildlife friends.
"That's the only problem I thought of and the problem I could
fix," he explained
In addition to writing the story, the children's entries were judged
on originality, writing style, illustrations and the overall concept.
According to his mother, Jonah likes to tell stories but not necessarily write them, which is "the irony of this."
"It burns my hands," he added.
However, he said he has written other stories including one about
his stuffed bear.
ER!C WALKER/Ledger & Times
"I like tall tales because then I can make up my own stories," he
BIG TOP MOMENT: Circus performers from Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey's Boom-A-Ring offered kids and adults some
said.
interaction time before the first performance Saturday afternoon at the Regional Special Events Center. This little girl gets to
Wiggins said he enjoys watching Reading Rainbow.
"My favorite thing is the books that they show," he said. "There's participate in some Juggling of handkerchiefs
always something going on with the books."
As a first-place winner, Wiggins received a Reading Rainbow
backpack containing a T-shirt, videos, books and other prizes. All

Missing minister's body recovered
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accidental drowning.
Obituary on page SA).
He is survived by his wife, Marsha, ind
Carpenter's boat was
- After more
found capsized and several
than a week of searching a west Tennessee daughters Michelle and Megan.
lake, the body of a former associate pastor at
Carpenter and his wife have been active agencies and groups assistMurray First United Methodist Church was in education in Africa, and memorial contri- ed in the nine-day search.
recovered this weekend.
Carpenter. 60, served at
butions have been requested for their Africa
Murray FUMC in 1973. He
Dr. Mickey Carpenter's body was found Dream Farm.
Saturday in Lake Bush near Leach in
"We miss Dr. Carpenter," UMC Bishop also pastored churches in
Carroll County, where he had been fishing. Dr. Dick Wills told WBBJ in Jackson, Benton and Lone Oak. He
He was reported missing Apnl IS.
Tenn., "but we're so grateful for what will was most recently serving
Carpenter
as Paris District superinFuneral services will be Thursday at be done in his name and in his memory."
tendent for the Methodist
Huntingdon United Methodist Church at 10
According to a statement from the conference,
covering nearly 80 churches in
a.m., according to the United Methodist United Methodist Church Memphis west
Tennessee and western Kentucky.
Church Memphis Conference Web site.(See Conference, the coroner ruled the death an
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Fischer makes return trip to Murray
trnege provided

Shown is a page and artwork from Murrayan Jonah Wiggins'
"A Brown Pelican's Adventure," which won first in a story contest.

Former governor backs
Beshear in CPE dispute

LEXINGTON, Ky.(API — Former Gov. Paul Patton says Gov.
Steve Beshear is tight in challenging the Council on Postsecondary
Education in the hiring of Brad Cowgill as its president.
Patton spearheaded Kentucky higher education reforms in 1997
and was governor from 1995 to 2003.
He said the law intends for the council president to one of the
nation's most highly respected posts and said Cowgill doesn't have
the background in education administration needed for the job nor
strong enough knowledge about how universities operate.
Cowgill was former Gov. Ernie Fletcher's state budget director
before becoming the council's intenm president in September.
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By TOM BERRY
America's international allies.
Staff Writer
"Of course we need to pull
The need for a universal down our troops in a responsible
health care system, an end to the way. They have done everything
war in Iraq and a better chance we've asked them to do there,"
for working men and women to he said.
prosper in the national economy
Energy independence is also
are just a few of the reasons one of his pnorities. He says the
Democrat Greg Fischer wants to country cannot afford to be
defeat Sen. Mitch McConnell under siege from oil exporting
and take his seat in the Senate.
nations and must find new,
Fischer visited
Murray environmentally-safe sources of
Saturday morning where he was power.
"We just need to start getting
met at the Calloway County
Public Library by a small crowd some common sense hack into
of Democratic leaders and sup- Washington D.C. on all these
porters. He is visiting several issues," he said.
cities in western Kentucky
Also, Fischer says there is no
reason Amenca cannot institute
before the May 20 primary.
He says it's time someone in a universal health care system
the state's federal delegation in that is supported by everyone
Washington stood up for work- and works for everyone. "I'd
ing men and women across like to see health care for all
Kentucky.
Americans," he said. "We
"I believe Amenca is a great already spend enough money to
country and we're off track right get everybody health care, but
now in both our international we're not spending it wisely."
standing and also in what is hapReferring to McConnell as
pening to the middle class in our "the chief obstructionist in the
country," he said. -There's an Senate," Fischer said leaving
economic attack on working McConnell in Washington for
families right now like never another six years is the same as
before and we can't be a strong continuing the failed policies of
country without a strong middle President Bush for another half
decade.
class."
Pulling out of Iraq is also
"He and George Bush have
imperative to raising the been hand-in-hand in where the
nation's
standing
among country has gone during the last

"tVr larger your MIA,rem .tiour wailer!"
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Now located at 414 N.4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Free Tartrate Inspections
$30 Quarterly services wino start-up fee

270-761-BUGS(2847)
"Drop in and see us soon!"

"Or give us a call"

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Democrat U.S Senate candidate Greg Fischer shakes hands
with supporters during a visit to Murray Saturday morning at
the Calloway County Public Library.
eight years,- Fischer said.
"Kentuckians are asking for
change and those guys are not
part of the solution. They have
created the mess that we are in
right now.
"One of the reasons there are
so many big problems facing the
country is because they were not

taken care of when they were
small problems and obstructionism is one of the things that got
in the way."
However Fischer will face a
challenge from six other
Democrats in the May Primary
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Feds issue safety
strategy for boaters
WASHINGTON (AP) — As boating season approaches. the
Bush administration wants to enlist the country's NO million recreational boaters to help reduce the chances that a small boat could
deliver a nuclear or radiological bomb somewhere along the country's 95,000 miles of coastline and inland waterways.
According to an April 23 intelligence assessment obtained by
The Associated Press,"The use of a small boat as a weapon is likely to remain al-Qaida's weapon of choice in the maritime environment, given its ease in arming and deploying, low cost, and record
of success."
While the United States has so far been spared this type of strike
in its own waters, terrorists have used small boats to attack in other
countries.
The millions of humble dinghies, fishing boats and smaller cargo
ships that ply America's waterways are not nationally regulated as
they buzz around ports, oil tankers, power plants and other potential
terrorist targets.
This could allow terrorists in small boats to carry out an attack
similar to the USS Cole bombing, says Coast Guard Commandant
.Adm. Thad Allen. That 2000 attack killed 17 American sailors in
-Yemen when terrorists rammed a dinghy packed with explosives
into the destroyer. "There is no intelligence right now that there's a
• credible risk" of this type of attack, Allen says. "But the vulnerability is there."
To reduce the potential for such an attack in the United States,
the Department of Homeland Security has developed a new strategy intended to increase security by enhancing safety standards. The
Coast Guard is part of the department.
On Monday officials will announce the plan, which asks states to
,develop and enforce safety standards for recreational boaters and
asks them to look for and report suspicious behavior on the water
— much like a neighborhood watch program. The government will
also look to develop technology that will help detect dangerous
materials and other potential warning signs.
The United States has spent billions of dollars constructing elaborate defenses against the monster cargo ships that could be used by
terrorists. including strict regulations for containers and shipping.
"When that oil tanker is coming from the Middle East, we know
everything about it before it gets here," said John Fetterman, deputy
chief of Maine's marine patrol. But when it comes to small boats,
he said. "nobody knows a lot about them."
Initially the government considered creating a federal license for
recreational boat operators, but that informal proposal was immediately shot down by boating organizations. Coast Guard and homeland security officials have toured the country in the past year to
sound out the boating industry and its enthusiasts. While the government insists there will be no federal license, the strategy suggests
that the government consider registering and regulating recreational boats.
There are about 18 million small boats in the country, contributing to a $39.5 billion industry, according to a 2006 estimate from
the National Marine Manufacturers Association.
Fetterman and his officers regularly get intelligence reports
about unknown or unrecognized boaters taking pictures of a bridge
or measurements of a dam. But he says there just aren't enough officers on the water to address every report.
The only way to 'police the waterfront, says maritime security
expert Stephen Flynn, "is to get as many of the participants who are
part of that community to be essentially on your side." Flynn, a fellow with the Council on Foreign Relations, says treating boaters as
allies rather than as a threat will go a long way.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Time&
MARCH FOR LIFE: About 60 Murray State University students and other pro-life supporters march along North 12th Street
Saturday morning during the first-ever March For Life sponsored by students. The volunteers kicked off the march with prayer
to put an end to the death of millions of children through legalized abortion.

Gas prices spike in West Va., nation
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP)
— West Virginia motorists who
held off on filling their gasoline
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A choir director who hopes prayer can bring down high gas
tanks last week in the hope that
prices is trying out his approach at some of the costliest pumps in the country.
pnces would drop are in for a
Rocky Twyman of Washington, D.0 , came to San Francisco over the weekend to stage a
rude awakening.
at a Chevron station. He is also calling on churchgoers to ask for God's intervention
According to AAA's Daily
Where he says politicians have failed.
Fuel Gauge Report, the
Gas costing $4 a gallon or more has become common around the San Francisco Bay area.
Mountain State's average for a
The 59-year-old Twyman says people praying for cheaper fuel should also walk more and
gallon of regular gas spiked to a
USO car pools.
record of $3.66 Monday as oil
Twyman also works as a community organizer and public relations consultant. He has led
prices hit nearly $120 a barrel.
campaigns to nominate Oprah Winfrey for the Nobel Peace Prize and to encourage African
The national average of $3.60
Americans to donate bone marrow.
per gallon for regular gas is also
a record.
is $3.53,
AAA's sampling of West is in Weirton while the highest,
West Virginia's average $3.50. Ohio's
remains higher than any of its Kentucky's $3.57, Maryland's Virginia metro areas shows the of $3.69, is in Charleston.
neighboring states. Virginia's $3.58 and Pennsylvania's $3.61. state's best gas price, of $3.59,
price for a gallon of regular is

Choir director brings prayers for low gas prices to SF
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around that, so I know how to
bring people together to solve
problems, which I think is a
vital skill in government."
Fischer previously served as
secretary of the cabinet in
Democratic Gov. John Y.
Brown's administration, according to his Web site. He is a graduate of Vanderbilt University.
His business career began in the
1980s with SerVend. He is also
chairman and founder of
Iceberg Ventures, an investment
firm, and CEO of Dant Clayton
Corporation. He has founded or
invested in over twenty firms
including
Vogt
Ice,
a
Steelworkers Union Local 1693
signatory. He is also a board
member and past chairman of
the Louisville Science Center
and the Bluegrass Young
President's Organization.

•Imagination earns ...
From Front
participants received a certificate of achievement signed by
Reading Rainbow host and actor
Le Var Burton.
Wiggins is already thinking
about his next story.
"I want to enter next time
because I thought of George
Washington and history," he
said.
As a first-place winner, his
story will be forwarded to the
national Reading Rainbow contest where winners will compete
for DVD players, a flat panel
TV, a laptop computer and an
MP3 player.

Photo provide°
Jonah Wiggins, fourth from left, is shown with other winners
and their prizes from the WSIU Reading Rainbow story contest. Wiggins, of Murray, took first in the kindergarten division.
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for the chance to run against
McConnell. He took particular
aim at Democratic candidate
Bruce Lunsford.
"There's the top two and
myself and then there's Bruce
Lunsford. Our momentum is
good," he said. "Bruce, of
course, is the candidate that quit
the governor's race against Ben
Chandler and then turned
around and supported Ernie
Fletcher. That's an issue in the
Democratic primary.
"I think what we need in
November is a clear contrast
against Mitch McConnell and I
believe I'm a much better contrast than Bruce is. I've got a
good business record and a
clean political record that won't
be used as fodder by Mitch
McConnell."

Other than Fischer and
Lunsford, Democrats David
Wylie, James E. Rice, Kenneth
Stepp, Michael Cassaro and
David L. Williams are seeking
the nomination on the primary
ballot. McConnell is facing a
challenge from Republican
Daniel Essek in the primary.
In detailing his background.
Fischer pointed to his family as
one of his best experiences and
qualifications for the job. He
and his wife, Alex, a physician,
live in Louisville.
"When I start talking about
my qualifications I always start
by saying I'm the father of four
teenagers," he laughed. "My
background is in business, I'm
an inventor. I'm one of the
inventors that came up with the
SerVend ice dispensing machine
that is used all over and I helped
to build a global company
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It's time for the Murray Ledger & Times
Senior Class of 2008 Special Section.
If you would like to be included in this special section and PIP NOT have your senior
picture made by Allison Photography, please take a current picture of yourself to your high
school office. Please list your full name, school and phone number on the back of
the picture.

DEADLINE APRIL 29, 2008
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Skate park hailed as success story

KentuckianBrief
Ky. residents recovering from
tornadoes unhappy with FEMA
SCOTTSVILLE. Ky.

(AP) — Allen County Judge-Executive Bobby
iYoung has a simple description of the Federal Emergency
:Management Agency
"FEMA is a joke," Young said.
.7. That sentiment -- and variations on it— can be heard commongy among southern Kentucky residents seeking to rebuild after a tornado blew through in February, killing five people, injuring 13 others
and causing significant property damage
Multiple property owners say they have received rejection letters
from FEMA telling them they don't qualify for help Anyone with any
level of insurance, even if it was not nearly enough to cover actual
losses, was unable to receive any help, Young said.
Instead, Allen County residents talk about the generosity of neighbors, while criticizing the federal agency's response to the deadly
storm
Volunteers from all over the state came to Allen County to help
clean debris in the storm's aftermath, Young said, but FEMA was not
willing even to offer any reimbursement for the county's expense to
-dump the debris.

Family, Bowling Green settle suit
.over fatal crash
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — The family of a Western Kentucky
University student killed a wreck with a Bowling Green police officer
have reached a V million settlement with the city.
Allison "Al( Carter, 20, of Evansville, Irvi., died when her vehicle
, was hit in the side by a police cruiser driven by officer David Hall in
.April 2006. Carter was a sophomore at Western Kentucky when she
:died.
The Carter's attorney, H. Phillip Grossman of Louisville, said the
:settlement helped the family find out what happened when their
daughter was killed
Bowling Green Police Officer Barry Pruitt, spokesman for the
Bowling Green Police Department, said the city would not commont.
Kentucky State Police say Hall had the right of way while driving
47 mph in a 35 mph zone without his lights or sirens on. City police
say Hall was trying to catch a hit and run driver.
Hall was responding to a level 2" call, which meant he was not
supposed to exceed the speed limit. Under city police policy, however, the officer is to leave the lights or sirens off unless they need to
gel through an intersection where they don't have the right of way

Cicadas ready to reappear in
Kentucky after 17 years
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — About two-thirds of Kentucky is about to
get bugged in a big way.
A brood of cicadas is making its first appearance in the area since
going underground in 1991. The bugs started showing up on May 11,
said Gene Kritsky, a cicada expert who teaches at the College of
Mount St. Joseph in Cincinnati
The cicadas making the latest appearance are Brood XIV Brood
XIV is centered on the eastern two-thirds of Kentucky, although they
are also in 11 other states.
Their appearance will be spotty. Kritsky said. That could be
caused by a number of factors, including development that has dramatically changed landscapes since the early 1990s
John MacGregor, a herpetologist who works for the state and
spends time in the woods turning over logs and rocks, said he has
noticed a lot of them just below the surface, getting ready for their
brief time in the sun
The long-range trend has been toward earlier emergence. Kritsky
said that's "another example where wildlife is telling us things are a
little warmer then they were"
Cicadas don't bite, sting or even eat dunng their aboveground fife
stage. But, they raise quite a racket.
Cicadas emerge from the ground as moist white nymphs, aerating the soils as they make their way to the surface. Then they crawl
up a wall, tree or some other vertical surface and begin a two-hour
transformation into adults with wings. The dried nymphal skin is left
behind
A couple of days later, males begin to sing to attract females, creating a noise that drowns out the sounds of everything from cars to
conversation.
After mating. females cut slits in twigs and lay about 400 eggs
The eggs hatch six to eight weeks later, and the next generation of
nymphs falls to the ground and begin burrowing toward a 17-yaar
sleep

Two horses euthanized after
crashing at Rolex
LEXINGTON. Ky (AP)--A pair of horses have been euthanized
after crashing into different fences during the cross-country phase of
the Rolex Three-Day Event
Frodo Baggins, a 13-year-old thoroughbred from New Zealand,
crashed through the fifth fence with his rider, 24-year-old Larne
Ashker, on Saturday, the Lexington Herald-Leader reported Sunday
The horse was taken to Hagyard Equine Medical Institute, where
tests showed a fracture at the base of his skull, as well as a seveie
lung injury He was euthanized Saturday night with the consent of the
Ashker family
A necropsy will be performed
Ashker was in the trauma intensive care unit at University of
Kentucky Hospital She was in critical but stable condition with
injuries to her face and chest, Dr Williams Brooks told the newspaper
A second horse, The Quiet Man. a 12-year-old Irish Cross geldfell at fence 13 with his rider, Sarah Hansel The Quiet Man was
:Ilso taken to Hagyard, where he was found to have a severe fraclure of the distal scapula and shoulder joint of the nght front leg He
:fax euthanized Sunday morning A necropsy also will be performed
The paper reported that Hansel escaped serious injury

BOWLING GREEN. Ky.(API — Teens
are packing into Bowling Green's Skatepark
a year after the once-controversial project
opened its maze of concrete bowls and
ramps to the public.
Once thought by cntics to be a waste of
city money,officials say the park has attracted 65,000 users in its first year with few
problems.
"I come here, like.
FYI
every other day." said
The MurrayJustin
I4-year-old
Calloway Parks
Denihan, of Plano.
Department will
"Same here." said
hold a public
D.J. McKnight, 16.
meeting seeking
"We're here as much as
input and interest we can be."
regarding a
The 25,000-squareskate park at 7
foot park cost $850,(XX)
p.m Tuesday,
and was designed over
May 6, at
several months by
Calloway County Wally Hollyday with
Public Library.
input from a committee
of local skateboarders,
inline skaters and BMX
bikers. After its opening, sponsors donated
thousands of dollars more to equip the park
with lights.
The park is similar to Louisville's
Extreme Park, which opened downtown in
2002.
Now it's open 7 a.m. to II p.m. every
day, except for those with very heavy rain,
said Ernie Gouvas, city Parks and
Recreation director.
It was the object of criticism from the
start, with opponents questioning not only to
the cost, but predicting it would become a
haven for drug dealers. pedophiles, vandals
and thieves.
Despite some initial litter problems, fears
of serious crime have not materialized.
Gouvas said.
In fact, the rates of crime at the park
since it opened on April 14, 2007 have been
well below the averages expected for other
city parks, and have dropped further in the
last few months, he said.
Gouvas said many minds changed after

AP

Thirteen-year-old Landon Lewis, of Portland, Tenn., skates off a ramp at the
Bowling Green Skatepark in Bowling Green, Ky. Once thought by cntics to be a
waste Of city money, official say the park has attracted 65,000 users in its first year
with few problems.
seeing how heavily the park was being used.
Operators of other parks said the biggest
problems would probably occur in the first
three months, then taper off as people got
used to using it, he said.
"That's exactly what we found," Gouvas
said.
The park is attracting many out-of-town
visitors; Michelle Reece, co-owner of Blue
Wallace skate shop a block from the park,
said she's seen skaters come in from all the
surrounding states and as far away as
Florida and California.
Landon Lewis. 13, of Portland, Tenn.,
said he comes to skate several times a

month.
"Everybody seems really nice," Lewis
said.
The park's heavy use and few problems
spell vindication to City Commissioner
Brian Nash, who was criticized for his support of the skatepark.
Now he gets a sense of satisfaction on his
frequent visits, seeing it filled with skaters
throughout the evening. Nash said. He said
each skater there is one less kid on the street,
possibly getting into trouble.
"In the end, I just have to say. Isn't it fantastic'? " Nash said.

Carolina claims birthplace of Lincoln
HODGENVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky, Indiana and
Illinois each lay claim to part of
Abraham Lincoln's youth.
Now, a North Catolina county is trying to get in on the act.
A group in Rutherford
County, NC.. opened the Bostic
Lincoln Center and are
petitioning the federal government Co run a DNA test of
Lincoln's father, Thomas, to see
if it matches some of the 16th
president's saved genetic material.
Keith Price, president of
Bostic Lincoln Center Inc.,
thinks Lincoln was born in rural
North Carolina, where Nancy
Hanks gave birth to him out of
wedlock.
Price is relying on an oral tradition that says Hanks' family.
in the late 1700s, traveled from
Virginia to North Carolina,
where she worked for Abraham
Enloe, who some point to as a
possible father.
A picture of Enloe's brother
looks "very much like" Abe.
Price said. Thomas Lincoln, on

(N.C.)

the other hand was more like a
"fireplug."
The effort, though, has met
with resistance from the government bureaucracy and the consensus of histonans, including
Darrell Meadows. a Lincoln
expert for the Kentucky
Historical Society.
"I'm not worried about it,"
Meadows said.
Meadows' group is promoting Lincoln's ties to Kentucky
this year as part of his bicentennial
birthday
celebration.
Meadows defended the prevailing birth story.
Lincoln's recognized birth
date is recorded in a family
Bible, Meadows said. That day
is key to the argument, because
official documents -- including
a marriage certificate and tax
records — put the Lincoln faintly in Kentucky dunng the years
surrounding 1809.
Still, Meadows can't flat out
prove Lincoln was born here
with a birth certificate. Officials
at the time did not record .his
birth on wind-swept ndge just

south of Hodgenville, which is
Pnce said the group's mission is to preserve information
in modern-day LaRue County.
Sandy Brue, chief of inter- such as this at a "property suitpretation and resource manage- able for a museum, visitor's cenment at the Hodgenville ter and a community learning
Birthplace National Historic center."
Reid Medlin, a life-long
Site, called the North Carolina
movement a "very small local Rutherford County resident, said
he
believes Lincoln is a Tarneel
effort" that has made a "big
splash" in the media. Bruc said But while some near wheie he
she has fielded a lot of calls lives are adamant about the
from reporters since the Lincoln area's claim to Lincoln. "average people" don't much talk
Center opened.
about it, he said.
"What are their primary
Actually, Medlin's grandsources'?" she asked. "'We have a
mother lived next to the Enioe's
lot of pnmary sources."
homesite where some say Abe
Pnce, though, cites various was born. Pnce said the home's
histones to back up the Tarheel foundation is being fenced off to
theory.
help preserve it. Apparently,
Hanks was listed on the rolls people are taking souvenirs. •
of Concord Baptist Church,
"It's kind of like Plymouit
which is near Bostic and Puzzle Rock; if we don't watch it, it's
Creek, where Price claims going to be the size of a watecLincoln was actually born.
melon." he said

KIDNEY FAILURE LINKED TO
DRUG USED DURING SURGERY
Trasyloi., a drug used to control bleeding during surgery,
has been linked to kidney failure, dialysis and death. If you
or a loved one had surgery and then developed kidney
failure, call us now at I -800-THF,EAOLE for a free consultation.
We practice law only in Arizona, but associate with lawyers
throughout the country.

•
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Open a new checking account at Heritage Bank
and get this sturdy, Step Stool & Tool Box combo!
Free checking, over 60 ATMs, free online banking.
free bill pay, electronic statements, 18 banking centers, and a FREE GIFT!

WHAT A GREAT COMBINATION!

Ifyou're an existing customer and you refer afriend you both receive the gift!
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maossoweelitomitie
Pat Sons retires after 29 years from local hospital
Pat Sons will retire from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital after 29 years of service
sin April 30, 2008 Sons started working at MCCH on the
third floor as a nursing assistant, before transferring to
Home Care as a nursing assistant. After 10 years as a nursing assistant she became the
billing clerk in the Business
Office, where she has worked
the remainder of her career.
"I feel like everyone I know
And have worked with are family. It will be hard to leave
them all behind. When I started working. I had two small
boys and now I have grown
grandchildren," Sons said. "I
have met many people and made
many friends. I have a wonderful husband that has been
beside me all the way. Thank
you MCCH for the past 29
years. I will never forget the
hospital or the fnends I have
made."
To celebrate, a Retirement
Tea was held for Sons on April

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
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MES Committee will meet

Project Graduation plans meeting
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will meet
today at 5:34) p.m. in the media center at the high school.

Extension Council will meet
Photo provided
Pictured is Pat Sons, second left, at her Retirement Tea, with, from left, Keith Travis, VP of
Physician Development; Lisa Ray, VP of Nursing; and John Wilson, director of Human
Resources.

!Bassi thellaks

Courtney Cross C.,
branclon Steele

Calloway County Middle Sehool will host
"New Student Night" on Thursday at 6:30
p.m. at the school. This will include a
group meeting for parents, building tours
and information about clubs and activities. Refreshments will be provided.
All current fifth graders and any students who will be attending ('('MS for the
first time in tne fall are invited and encouraged to attend. For more information contact Beth Brockinan. guidance counselor,
a 762-7355, ext. 142.

Murray Elementary School Professional
Development Committee will meet Tuesday
at 2:45 p.m. in the conference room of the school. All interested persons are invited.

'The ladies of the Murray Betty Lowry;
Nine Flutes
Country Club will pay golf on
Tee I-A - Rainey ApperWednesday 9 a.m. at the club.
Jennifer Crouse, hostess, has son, Sheila Henry and Ann Stanreleased the lineup as fol- ley;
lows:
Tee I -B - Patsy Oakley, Patsy
Tee I - B.J. Purdont Ve Chaney and Marilyn Adkins.
Winners of the golf scramSevems, Debbie Nixon and
ble held April 23 were as folLinda Burgess;
Tee 3 - Jennifer Crouse, lows:
First team - Lina Burgess.
Cyndi Cohoon. Freda Steely and
Adkins, Inns OrrPeggy Shoemaker;
Marilyn
Tee 6 - Patsy Green, Betty Taylor and Patsy Green:
Second team - B.J. Purdom,
Stewart, Barbara Gray and Intis
Cyndi Cohoon, Barbara Gray,
Orr-Taylor.
Tee 9- Vickie Baker. Mar- Betty Lowry and Patsy Oakcia Beam, Norma Frank and ley.

13ricial
Registr

will host 'New Student
Night' Thursday at the school

CCMS

Jo's
Datebook

Ladiesofliburavemervelule

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play bridge
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club house.
Shirley Wade will be host-

e-mail: jo.barkeenemarrayledget.tem

ess and ladies are asked to
call her at 753-2220 to sign
up for play on Wednesday
which will be the last day for
regular Bridge.
Golf will begin on Wednesday, May 7, at 9:30 a.m.
Winners of bridge play on
April 23 were first place, Bronda Parker. and second place,
Mary Alice Smith, according
to Wade, hostess.

Red Cross event 'Tuesday

Soapbox Derby driver
clinic schedule announced

Murray State Red Cross Club will host a Disaster Relief
Party to benefit the Heroes Campaign on Tuesday at Mariachi
Loco from 8:30 p.m. to midnight. This will include live band
music, costume contest and collection for canned goods.

All regional youngsters, ages cars on each of those dates
8-18. who want to participate and should bring an adult with
in the 2008 Rotary Club of Mur- them to help with the buildray Soapbox Derby must reg- ing or adjustments of the vehiister for one of the three car- cles. Representatives from the
Rotary Club of Murray will
building clinics.
The clinics will be held the be on hand to answer quesfirst three Saturdays in May tions and assist.
3, 10 and 17 between 8 a.m.
For further information call
and 2 p.m. The location is (270) 759-9474 and speak with
the tobacco warehouse at Third Deana Wright at the Murray
Main Street Office.
and Poplar streets.
Drivers may work on their

dish liquid, toilet paper, bleach.
size 4 and 5 diapers and shampoo for personal hygiene and
cleaning supplies; and large
brown paper bags.
These items may be taken
to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St., Murray.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday.
For information call 7536333.

The 2008 Ken-Ten Ins Show
-TALLAHASSE, Fla.
will be held Friday from I to
Lambda
Alpha
Sigma
5 p.m. at a new location. First
announces that Will T. SampBaptist Church, Family Life
son of Murray, Ky., has recentCenter, 490 Morrow, Dresden,
ly become recognized as a memTenn. Entries will be received
ber of the national leaderhship
from 7 to 9:30 a.m. and judgand honors organization at foring will begin at 9:45 a.m.
& State University.
For more information call 435Sampson is also a member
4572.
of Phi Eta Sigma national honor
society and of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars He
is now a junior and has made
the dean's list every semester.
He is the son of Bill and
Hickory Woods
Carol Sampson of Murray. Ky
Retir• rn• t r•Olt•r
by Amara Peeler
We vc had a very MCC' quiet seek We
are enjoying the warmer weather and
have already been rocking on the front
porch Ethel bac been busy beautifying
our porches with geraniums petunias
and other types of colorful flowery Our
ferns on the front porch gives us the feel
of an old southern plantation
We had our first ace cream cone from
Bekws this week I don't know which
we enjoyed the most, the ice cream or
the ride looking over the beautiful countryside We came by Kenny lines' house
and he showed us his peavocks.
guineas, white swans and his new dogs
We have permission from Kenny to do
some fishing in his pond and we're
looking forward to that
We had a great time with "f i It 0 W
rnenioring group from Murray State
They gave us some porti.td flowers tor
our apartments and we even Nrneipated in potting some of them ourselves
Jennie Howard came out Enday and
brought her Mary Kay products We
enjoyed looking over all of her new
products including the "Yale- items
We enjoyed our monthly employee
luncheon on Friday Ethel prepared our
meal and topped it off with a wonderful
layered toffee sake and chocolate pie
We appreciate the Eire Department
,oming out And giving us some fire
extinguisher training We are so fortunate to have a great Fire Department
here in Murray and we appreciate them'
_Nothing else looks orfeels like home
t we come close
84 Utterbark Rd • Murray, Ky
Phone:1270)759-8700 • 1588-231-5014

Baby
Registry
Lisa & Bruce Conway

Tammy & Kevin Lamb
Tara Lewis &
David Statesman
Tiffany & Chad Milan
Jennifer &
Nicholas Vaughn

•

Valerie & Brandon westra
•

Pialdbbbet

•

Childreni Clothing & Accessones
NEW OWNER:
Karen Allbritten Cain

•
a
209 N. 12th St.. Murray 0
•
a
753-7534
18
OOOOO• •
tC::"•Oa••••••
a••••

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.M.•at'First'tfrriktian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information calf Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
e2
igh
2752willbe from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
Weigh-in
at

Fort Heiman

Camp plans meeting

New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet tonight at 7
at New concord Church of Christ. Calloway County Sheriff
Bill Marcum will be the speaker. All area residents are urged
to attend.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.ni. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

T. Sampson

W119

Great Books Group to meet

•

•

Bingo planned Tuesday

Neighborhood Watch to meet

•

•
•
•
•

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Woodmen of the world Lodge 827 will meet tonight at 6
at Sirloin Stockade. Members asked to bring toiletry items.
basic living items and any items that the troops need to be
sent to the 438th Military Police Company. All members are
urged to attend.

Great Books Group will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway
County Public Library. Gary Thomell will lead the discussion
of a selection from David Hume's "An Enquiry Concerning
Human Understanding." A copy of the selection from "Great
Conversations if3" is available at the library. All interested person', arc invited.

Emily & Kevin Cunningham
Trish., a. 7ciah eat.

Camisha & waream Duffy
Regban Johnson &
Jason Moffitt

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

WOW Lodge 827 to meet

•••••
•00•
•

Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Fort Heiman Camp #I834 of Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Monday at 7 p.m. in the conference room of east
end of First United Methodist Church. The program will he
"Warriors of Honor" concerning the faith of Robert E. Lee and
Stonewall Jackson. Any person who has confederate ancestor.
ire invi •d to attend the meeting. For more information call
Barry Grogan at 416-2602 or Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

Ken-Ten Iris
Sampson new member
Show planned of Sigma Alpha Lambda

HAPPENINGS

Murray Singles will meet

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Items listed to replenish
Need Line pantry supply
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients.
They are salmon, tuna, cereal, oat meal, spinach, Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce, pinto
beans, instant dry milk, instant
potatoes, spaghetti, tomatoes
and Boost or Ensure (this is
a nutritional drink for our cancer clients) for the pantry; eggs
and bread for freezer/cooler;

Calloway County Extension Council will have a brief meeting to accept the bylaws tonight at 8 at the Calloway County Extension office. All CEC members are encouraged to attend.
For information call 1452.

O
moviesinmurray.com
Deception
- 7:25 - 9:45
88 Minutes
R.7:10 - 9:30
Forgetting Sarah Marshall

Eastwood
holding
registration

- 7:30 - 9:50
Harold & Kumar Deep,
Guantanamo Bay
_
_
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6PM
ON SAT.& SUN ONLY

Individuals without Group Coverage
Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/Alternative
Self-Employed
Small Businesses

Baby Mama
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:25
Prom Night
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:35
Nim's Island
PG - 7:05
Leatherheads
PG13 - 9:10

Solutions with choices are easy. lust call
Robert BMIngton Jr
270-753-4751
robertirtilthernurravnturanrewcy corn
tvls,x!RPRAY
irema
,v

1

Anthem*.

Eastwood Christian Academy is currently holding registration for the 2008-09 school
term for four and five-year
old kindergarten and grades
one through 12.
The student body is a representative not only from Calloway County, but also from '
neighboring counties. Interest- •
ed persons may call the academy office at 753-7744 to
schedule an interview and tour
of the facilities.
Office hours are 7:30 a.m. .
to 3:30 p.m. The academy is
located at 2191 Ky. 94 East,
Murray.
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Obama's former pastor addresses Detroit NAACP

Dr. Mickey R. Carpenter
edger.com
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The tuneral for Dr. Mickey R. Carpenter will be Thursday at 10
a.m at Huntingdon First United Methodist Church, Hantingdon,
Tenn. Rev. Richard Smith. Rev. Jim Cooper, Rev. Jeson Jones.
Bishop Dick Wills and Bishop William Morris will officiate.
Pallbearers will be district supenntendents of the Memphis
Conference of the United Methodist Church. Burial will follow in
the Benton City Cemetery. Murray, Ky.
Visitation will be at the Chase Fur.eral Home, Huntingdon, from
5 to 8 pm. Wednesday And at the church after 9 a.m. Thursday.
Dr. Carpenter, 60. Pans. Tenn., died Saturday. April 26, 2008.
One son, James Russell (Rusty) Dorgan-Carpenter, preceded him in
death.
He was serving as district superintendent of the Pans District of
the United Methodist Church. He received a bachelor of science
from Lambuth, a master of divinity from Candler School of
Theology at Emory University, Atlanta. Ga., and a doctorate of ministry from Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. His hobby was
fishing.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marsha Dorgan, to whom he had
been married for 33 years; two daughters, Megan Dorgan-Carpenter
and Michelle Coniston and husband. Ben, all of Paris, Tenn; one
granddaughter, C'harlotte Gray Coniston; his parents, Ronald And
Virginia C'arpenter, and one brother, Danny Carpenter and wife,
Nika. all of Newbern. Tenn.

Richard W. Oliver
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The funeral for Richard W. Oliver will be Tuesday at II a.m. an
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Mike
Wimberley will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Randy Boren, Bandy DeShields, Johnathan
Owen, Gary Boyle, Ronnie Higgins and Randy Redden, active;
members of the maintenance department of Morningstar Foods,
honorary pallbearers. Burial will follow in the New Providence
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday). Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome. corn
Mr. Oliver. 69. Murray, died Friday. April 25, 2008. at 2:30 a.m.
at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
Born April 17. 1939. in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Otho Henry Oliver and Maggie Walker Oliver. He retired
from Ryan Milk Company.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Mary E.(Liz)Allen Oliver; four
sons. Rick Oliver and wife, Robin, Evansville, Ind., Gary °fiver and
wife, Dorothy, and Tim Oliver and wife. Tina, all of Murray, and
Kelly Oliver. Carlisle, Ind.; one daughter, Judy Oliver Cramer and
fiance. Ron, Chicago, Ill; two stepdaughters. Kathy Boren and husband, Randy, Murray. and Sandra Tyner, Farmview; nine grandchildren: four great-grandchildren.

DETROIT (AP)- The outspoken former pastor of Barack
Obama told an audience of
10,000 at an NAACP dinner on
Sunday that despite what his
critics say, he is ciescnptive, not
divisive, when he speaks about
racial injustices.
"I describe the conditions in
this country," the Rev. Jeremiah
Wright Jr. said during the 53rd
annual Fight for Freedom Fund
Dinner held by the Detroit chapter of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People.
"I'm not here for political
reasons," Wright said. "I'm not a
politician. I know that fact will
surprise many of you because
many in the corporate-owned
media made it seem like I am
running for the Oval Office. I

am not running for the Oval U.S. gos ernOffice. I've been running for ment of racism
Jesus a long, long time, and I'm and accused it
not tired yet'
of
flooding
By speaking at the event. black neighWright was following in the borhoods with
footsteps of Obinna and the sen- drugs.
ator's nval for the Democratic
In a sermon
presidential nomination, Sen. days after the
Hillary Rodhiun Clinton, as well attacks of Sept.
as former President Bill Clinton. II.
2001.
Wright
It's a $150-a-plate fundraiser Wright
said
billed as America's largest sit- that "America's chickens are
down dinner.
coming home to roost" after it
"I am not one of the most dropped atomic bombs on Japan
divisive" black spintual leaders, and that the United States "suphe said. "I'm one of the most ported state terronsm against the
descriptive" Wright received a Palestinians and black South
long, loud standing ovation.
Africans."
He became an issue in the
The videos, circulated widely
presidential race in March after on television and the Internet,
the circulation of videos of old knocked Obarna's presidential
sermons in which he accused the campaign off stride. The Illinois
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38 militants killed in Baghdad

imposed by al-Sadr in late
August.
The clashes Sunday were
concentrated ifi Sadr City, the
stronghold of the Mahdi Army,
where U.S. soldiers used
Abrams main battle tanks to
repel the attackers.
The Amencan and Iraqi soldiers came under attack "by a
large group of criminals," the
U.S. military said in a statement.
Fifty-eight people, including
five children and eight women,
were also injured in clashes in
Sadr City since Sunday, local
health officials said Monday.
On Sunday. the U.S. military
claimed success with operations
that have effectively sealed off
the southern
section
of
Baghdad's Sadr City, a militia
stronghold that is believed to be
one of the prime launching sites
for the Green Zone attacks.
Mrs. Ida Mae Thompson,69. Hardin, died Fnday, April 25, 2008,
The Green Zone has been
at 6:20 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
regularly shelled since fighting
A retired registered dietitian with Murray-Calloway County
broke out over a U.S.-backed
Hospital. she was a member of Ferguson Springs Baptist Church and
government crackdown against
of a chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star. She was a former
militias that began in late
Sunday School teacher at Dewards Chapel.
March.
Preceding her in death were her husbands, Fred Thornpson and
American commanders have
Ronald Strader, one son. Boyd Thompson, her parents, Jim
blamed what they call IranianSalentine and Ruby Baker Balentine Stations, and siblings, Robert
backed Shiite factions they say
Cleveland Balentine, Tyrone Stations and Ruth Judd.
have broken with a cease-fire
Survivors include one daughter, Anna Mae Bryan and husband,
imposed by al-Sadr in late
Jim. Knoxville. Tenn.. two sons, Chad Thompson and wife. Nicole,
August.
and Lloyd Thompson and wife. Reeda, all of Aurora; eight grandOn
Sunday.
Al-Sadr's
children. Bill Kunellis and wife, Karen, Nick Kunellis and wife.
spokesman in the holy city of
Arnie, and Aaron Thompson, all of Evansville, Ind., Rietta Lewis,
Najaf called the Shiite-led govPeoria.
Cody Thompson, Bowling Green, Jacob Thompson and
ernment's terms for ceasing the
James Thompson. both of Aurora. and April Carter And husband,
While the sandstorm eased, crackdown against the militias
David, Knoxville. Tenn.; great-grandchildren, Skyler, Aleigha,
Madison and Mallory Kunellis, Kalcb and Jacob Thompson, and the militants continued to bene- "illogical." Salah al-Obeidi
Brooklynne and Caylee Carter; four brothers, Arnmond Salentine. fit from low visibility that gave accused Prime Minister Noun
Mayfield. Noah Balentine Jr., Dexter, Richard Stallons. Benton, and cover to the launching teams al-Maliki, himself a Shiite, of
Garfield Stations, Aurora; four sisters, Wanda Colson and Helen from the U.S. attack aircraft that wanting to resolve the problem
Boggs. both of Aurora, Irma Wallace. Murray, and Bessie Ball, normally target them.
by force instead of dialogue.
The fighting escalated as Chief
Lexington; special friends. Pat Travis-Lauden Klos, Burn Floyd,
among
al-Maliki's
Perry Hutchins and Bobby and Penny Higgins: several nieces, anti-U.S. cleric Muqtada al- demands announced Friday
nephews and cousins.
Sadr, rejected terms set by the were that the militias surrender
A graveside service will be today(Monday)at 2 p.m. at Matheny Iraqi government for litting a heavy weapons and hand over
Cemetery. Rev. James Keeling will officiate. Filbeck-Cann & King crackdown against his Mahdi all wanted people. Brig. Gen.
funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements. Online con- Army militia.
Qassim al-Moussawi, the Iraqi
dolences nas be made to www.filbeckcannking.com
He also has threatened to military
spokesman
for
launch an "open war" against Baghdad operations, on Sunday
the U.S.-led foreign troops - a said the government would
Reedie A. Baker Sr., 70, Benton, died Friday. April 25, 2008. at move that would lift a nearly 8- maintain the crackdown.
Calvert City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
month-old cease-fire and jeopMeanwhile, representatives
He was a member of Maple Hill Church of Christ and was the son ardize recent secunty gains.
from rival factions in Iraq of the late Robert Baker and Ciona Bethany Jones Baker. Also preIn a step to avoid a full- senior Sunni, Shiite and Kurdish
ceding him in death were one son, Reedle A. Baker, Jr; four sisters, blown confrontation with the politicians - said Monday that
Beulah Mae Perchez, Dorothy.lean Langdon. Bethany Beuton Scott government, al-Sadr on Friday all parties agreed to renounce
and Nyoka Meledie Baker: one brother. Frank John Baker.
called for an end to Iraqi blood- violence at weekend talks in
Survivors include one daughter. Joyce Anti Ballinger, Benton; shed. But the attacks against Finland facilitated by former
one son, Bonet! Wayne Baker I. Little Elm, Texas; four grandchil- Iraqi
military checkpoints peace negotiators in Northern
dren. Ronell Wayune Baker IL Palma, Shawn Reedie Baker, Murray, Sunday suggested that patience Ireland and South Africa.
Tyler Chantry Baker. Little Elni, Texas, and Amy Mane Baitinger, was running thin within the
The representatives said that
Arizona; two sisters, Roberta Sue Pangman, Padinah, and Peggy ranks of the Mahdi Army.
all parties agreed that foreign
Marie Anderson, Metropolis. III.; one brother, Robert Randall Baker,
American commanders have troops must leave Iraq, but only
Sharpe. A graveside service will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. at
blamed what they call Iranian' when Iraqi forces are ready to
Sharpe Cemetery at Sharpe. Ralph Rudolph and Dan Sikes will offi- backed Shiite factions they say assume responsibility for secunciate. Visitation is now at Collier Funeral Home. Benton.
have broken with a cease-fire ty.

Mrs. Ida Moe Thompson

BAGHDAD
(AP) American and Iraqi troops killed
38 militants in the fiercest clashes with militants in weeks in
Baghdad, including 22 who
attacked a military checkpoint
in a Shiite militia stronghold,
the U.S. military said this morning.
Suspected Shiite extremists,
apparently taking advantage of a
sandstorm that blanketed the
capital attacked several checkpoints and hammered the U.S..
protected Green Zone an the
fiercest salvo in weeks on
Sunday. The sandstorm had
grnunded the American aircraft
that normally prowl for launching teams.
Attacks continued this morning as insurgents lobbed more
rockets or mortar shells toward
the Green Zone, which houses
the U.S. embassy and much of
the Iraqi government on the
west side of the Tigris River,
benefiting from continued limited visibility that gave cover to
the launching teams. Alarms
could be heard and the public
address system in the area
warned residents to take cover
and stay away from windows.
The U.S. Embassy on confirmed the area was hit by indirect fire, the military's term for
rocket or mortar attacks, and
said there were "no reports of
serious injury or deaths at this

Roadie A. Baker Sr.
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We would like to welcome
Melanie Koehler to our
Real Estate Team!

ig

senator distanced himself from
the comments of Wright. whom
he has known for 20 years.
The Res Wendell Anthony.
president ol the Detroit N AACP.
said it a news conference before '•
the dinner that he was excited to
invite the "hottest brother in
America right now"
"It Just presented an opportunity for us to be able to set the
record straight outside of any political
consideration.- Anthony said.
Wright, who is retiring as •
pastor of the 8.000-member
Trinity United Church of Christ
in Chicago, is scheduled to
speak this morning to the
Press Club
National
in
Washington.

AP
A U.S. Army medevac helicopter flies over rising smoke in the heavily-fortified Green Zone in Baghdad this morning. Shiite
extremists lobbed rockets or mortor shells al the U.S. protected area as U.S. and Iraqi troops engaged militants.
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BUSINESS

• Online Property Management Services
for Owners and Tenants
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I Ky. 94 East,

• Real Estate and Rental Services
Conte work with our great staff of
experienced Realtors who can help you
achieve your real estate goals.
Integrity. Commitment. Rock Solid Service.
Bonnie
Ryerly
Protegees!
Broker
106 A. South 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
Melanie
Koehler
Realtor

Melinda
Helton
Office
Auirtwu
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ERYTHING MUST GO!!
Furniture Gallery
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NFL DRAFT

Tamme taken by Colts, three other 'Cats drafted
FOUR CARDINALS GO OVER WEEKEND,
INCLUDING BROHM TO PACKERS
: LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Four
Louisville Cardinals and four Kentucky
iVildcats were taken in the NFL draft
4nd an Eastern Kentucky Colonel also
*shed the party.
S Louisville quarterback Brian Brohm
started things off Saturday, becoming
e 56th overall pick by the Green Bay
rockers. Three of his teammates had to
?Lit until Sunday to find out where
[(ley were headed.
The Atlanta Falcons tabbed Louisville
Aide receiver Harry Douglas in the 3rd
ibund with the 84th overall pick.
Louisville tight end Gary Barnidge
Aent to the Carolina Panthers in the
fill round, with the 141st overall pick.

Nine picks later, the Green Bay Packers picked their second Louisville Cardinal of the draft in Breno Giacomini,
an offensive tackle, with the 150th overall pick.
Kentucky tight end Jacob Tamme went
to the Indianapolis Colts in the 4th
round, with the 127th overall pick. His
Wildcats teammate, wide receiver Keenan
Burton, went next to the St. Louis Rams
with the 128th overall pick. Wildcats
quarterback Andre Woodson went to the
Super Bowl champion New York Giants
in the 6th round, with the 198th overall pick.
Wildcats wide receiver Steve Johnson went to the Buffalo Bills with the

NFL DRAFT
KENTUCKY:
Jacob Tanana — Indianapolis
Keenan Burton — Si Louts
Andre Woodson — New York Giants
Sieve 1(3nm:on — Buffalo
LOWSVILLE:
Green Bay
Brian Brohrn
Harry Douglas — Atlanta
Gary BarnKfge — Carolina
Breno Giacorntni — Green Bay
EASTERN KENTUCKY:
AnIvraun Motden — Houston

224th overall pick.
The Houston Texans selected Eastern
Kentucky University defensive back
Antwaun Molden in the third round.
with the 79th overall pick

Ledger & Times

KENTUCKY DERBY

;REP WEEKEND ROUNDUP

Lakers take
three in Tennessee

MICHAEL DANN

Jacob Tamme, seen restrapping his helmet during the
Music City Bowl in Nashville, Tenn., this past season
was one of four UK players drafted Sunday

DRAW:4 P.M. WEDNESDAY (ESPN2)

RACE: 5 P.M. SATURDAY (NBC)

CCHS GOES 3-2-1
AT Tom CORBITT INVITATIONAL
Itaff Report
games in two days over

Calloway County played six
*le weekend at the Tom Corbitt Invitational in Waverly,
Tenn., winning three, losing two and netting a tie in one.
All six games pitted the Lady Lakers (13-7-2) against
CoPponents from west and middle Tennessee.
Calloway beat Waverly 5-2 in the first game of the
Weekend on Friday. Whitney Gardner pitched arid picked
op the win. surrendering two runs on five hits. The Lady
takers plated five runs on six hits and were led by Kartee Wilson, who went 3-for-3 and droVe in a run. Kayla
unningham went 2-for-2 at the plate.
• In game two Friday, Calloway faced Millington and lost
4-3. Millington scored two runs in the fifth inning, one
of which came on a controversial call at the home plate,
co give them a 4-2 lead. The Lady Lakers added a run in
die fifth, cutting the Trojan lead in half, bui left two nos- tiers stranded in the sixth inning.
:• Brittany Reynolds pitched, allowing four runs on seven
hits. Sam Butts led the offense, going 2-for-3 at the plate.
The Lady Lakers took on Houston County in game
three Saturday. winning 7-2. Lindsey Rucker pitched, allownrig two runs on four hits through six innings.
•Soo CCHS,2B

q

Tigers light up
LIT for two wins
MHS BEATS Doss,
JEFFERSONTOWN
Staff Report
: Riding the momentum of Bradley Cobb's no-hitter in the
411 "A- Sectional Friday night, the Murray Tigers traveled
dp to Louisville and swept the competition at the Louisville
rovitational Tournament on Saturday.
!: Murray (17-7), which will play in the statewide All "A"
Classic this weekend, kicked off the LIT by smashing Doss
t8-2 and rallied for an 8-5 victory over Jeffersontown.
Against Jeffersontown, the Tigers fell behind early, trailOig 4-0 after two innings. Murray's bats awoke in the top
the third, however, as Chess Volp, Brock Downey and
Aron Sweeney began the inning with back-to-back-to-back
,ingles. loading the bases. Shawn McClure hit a sacrifice
gly to center, scoring Volp and Downey then scored on a
piassed ball, cutting the lead to 4-2.
Jeffersontown added a run in the fourth. but Murray answered
4ith a run of its own in the filth when a McClure single
drove in Downey. making the score 5-3.
The Tigers went into the seventh inning with a two-run
*licit. Cobb singled and Jettersontown walked M,Clure
dtd Heskett. loading the bases for Tanner Richerson. who
4ngled to score two runs, tying the game.
; Murray wasn't done, either. Heskett scored on a passed
Mill and a Chess Volp single drove in Richerson. Tyler
polzschuh scored on another passed ball before the inning
la SOO MHS. 2B

of

GARRY JONES / i.e
41 at Churchill Downs SunGroom Martin Rodriguez gives Kentucky Derby hopeful Colonel John a bath outside Barn
day in Louisville.

WORKOUT
COLONEL JOHN TUNES UP FOR KENTUCKY DERBY WITH FAST
"I look for every positive,

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) -Colonel John ran the fastest 5
furlongs Sunday in his last major
workout before the 134th Kentucky Derby. when the California colt will race on dirt for
the first time.
Colonel John completed 5 furlongs in 57.80 seconds, quickest of 62 workouts at the distance. on a sunny, breezy morning under the Twin Spires without any urging from exercise
rider Karine Lhoillier
"It wasn't my intention to
go that fast, hut it wasn't my
intention the track was going
to be this fast," trainer Loin
Harty said. "I think it's more
the track conditions than my

horse doing a little too much.The big question at the start
of Derby week was how Colonel
John would handle a din surface because he has raced and
trained almost exclusively on
the newer synthetic surfaces in
California since beginning his
career at Del Mar last summer.
"I thought he handled it very
well. It looks like he hasn't
changed his style or his motion,"
Harty said, pointing out that
Colonel John trained on dirt as
a 2-year-old before coming to
his stable.
Harty originally scheduled
Colonel John's workout for Monday. but the forecast calls for
rain so he moved it up.

lyle Busch, left,
t;elebrates with
team owner Joe
Gibbs after winning the Aaron's
499 auto race
Talladega
$uperspeedway
Sunday.

sign," Harty said. "It certainly .
can't hurt."
Big Brown galloped once'
around the Palm Meadows Training Center in Florida and was
scheduled to arrive in Louisville
on Monday evening. He will
work out Thursday.
second-fastest
Sunday's
workout was turned in by Eight
Belles, who covered the smite
distance in 58.20. Trainer Larry
Jones said he's pointing the
gray filly. on a four-race winning streak, toward a start against
the boys in the Derby.
"She's run as fast as they
have." he said "I feel better
•See DERBY, 28

NASCAR

RAINIER

•
'EHRHARDT / AP

Also going ahead of schedule were trainer Bill Molt's duo
of Court Vision and 2 Humor.
Both went 5 furlongs, with
Court Vision timed in 1:00.80
and Z Humor in 1:01 20.
Colonel John likely will be
the seCond favorite behind Big
Brown when post positions are
drawn Wednesday for Saturday's I I/4-mile Derby The
Santa Anita Derby winner has
won 4 of 6 career starts and
wasn't worse than second in
his two losses.
He's a son of Tiznow, the
two-time Breeders' Cup Classic champion who won those
races on din, including once at
Churchill Downs.

Gibbs has another franchise player
BUSCH ENDS STREAK AT TALLADEGA
TALLADEGA. Ala. (API -- Maybe
Joe Gibbs ran afford to let Tony Stewart go.
The or coach already seems to have
NASCAR's next star on his roster.
Kyle Busch did it again Sunday,
this time conquering a track that had
always given him fits. As he pulled
into Victory Lane at Talladega Superspeedway, there appeared to he nothing this 22-year-old phenom can't do

— even it means filling the shoes of
his teammate Stewart, a two-time
NASCAR Sprint Cup champion. Busch has already won twice in nine
races on the Cup circuit, trailing leader
Jeff Burton by just 22 points. He's
third on the second-tier Nationwide
Series, right on the tail of Clint Bowyer
and Carl Edwards, and was leading
the Craftsman Truck Series until he
missed a conflicting race in Kansas

City, dropping him to sixth in the
points.
In all. Busch has won seven races
in the three series on tracks of all
varieties — a road course, an intermediate track, a pseudo-short track and
now a superspeedway.
"He's red hot," Gibbs said.
The Super, Bowl-winning coach has
put together a race team that rivals
his glory years with the Washington
Redskins. Busch. Stewart and Denny
Hamlin are all in the top 10 a quarter of the way through the season.
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CARDINALS 5.
ASTROS

1
Glaus' first
homer leads
St. Louis past
Houston

Team Strike competea in Me EastNVest Challenge in Madisonville on April 19.
From left to right: Austin Mitchuson (2nd sparring. 2nd forms), Kylen Johnson
(2nd sparring, 2nd weapons, 3rd forms). Dakota Brown (3rd weapons, 2nd forms,
1st sparring), Blake Murphy (1st forms. 1st sparring, medalist weapons), Jessica
Colson (4th forms, 1st sparring), Frnily Colson (medalist weapons, 4th forms, 4th
sparring), Kyle Mitchuson (3rd weapons. 3rd forms, 4th sparring), Cody Brown
(1st sparring, 1st forms, 2nd weapons), Morgan Brantley (4th forms). The team
trains under Mark Wilson and Vic Milner in Murray.

RANDEE COLLINS / For the Ledger

Jason Anderson coaches
his three- to four-year-old
1-Ball team at the Kirksey
Ball Park.

'Breds win rubber game of weekend series
By MSU Sports Information
In a game that saw the lead change hands
twice in the eighth inning, and three players
ejected, it was Murray State that came out victorious as they scored four runs in the bottom
of the eighth inning for a 7-5 victory over
Morehead State Sunday afternoon at Reagan
Field. The victory gave the 'Breds their second-straight Ohio Valley Conference senes victory.
Trailing by one going into the bottom of
the eighth inning, Matt Scheer started a rally
by being hit by a pitch. After a sacrifice bunt
and foul out left Scheer on second with two
outs, Wes Cunningham drew a walk on a 3-2

pitch that the Morehead dugout thought should
have been called strike three. Tyler Owen followed by tying the game with a base hit
through the left side before Matt Hon's grounder
to second was bobbled, allowing the winning
run to score. Taylor Thieke followed up a pair
of coaching ejections by ripping a pitch into
the gap in right center for a two run double.
Morehead did not go quietly into the night
in the ninth as they loaded the bases on a pair
of singles and an error. Drew Lee drove in a
run with a single up the middle. That would
be as close as the game would get as 'Birds
lefthander Anthony Stacy got a called third
strike on a full-count to end the game.

ST. LOUIS lAP) - Troy
Glaus got his first homer and
curtain call with St. Louis on
Sunday. Not bad for someone
getting over pink eye.
Glaus and Albert Pujols went
deep to lead the Cardinals to
a 5-1 victory over the Houston
Astros.
Claus, who was acquired in
an offseason trade that sent
Scott Rolen to Toronto, entered
the game leading the major
leagues with the most RBIs
without a home run. Glaus went
87 at-bats before hitting a I-1
offering from Brandon Backe
(1-3) to center field for his 16th
and 17th RBIs to cap a fourrun fifth inning.
"h was a good feeling," said
Glaus, who popped out of the
dugout and doffed his cap to
the crowd after receiving an
extended ovation. "But more
importantly we had a good win
today and took the series."
Glaus left Friday night's game
with watery eyes and blurred
vision, and the team said he is
suffering from allergic conjunctivitis, more commonly known
as pink eye. He went 0-for-3
with a sacnfice fly Saturday.
Glans' homer was the first
in nine games for the Cardinals and scored Ryan Ludwick,
who doubled in Rick Ankiel
and Pujols to put St. Louis in
front 2-1.
"That's a big, big hit for
that pan of the game," Cardinals manager Tony La Russa
said.
For the second time in two
days, both benches and bullpens
cleared without any punches
being thrown. After Yadier Molina called timeout during Backe's
windup in the fifth, the Cardinals catcher took exception to
Backe's next pitch, an up-andin fastball. Molina immediately took several steps toward the
mound, twice pushing his counterpart J.R. Towles in an attempt
to get to Backe. After calm
was quickly restored, umpire
Jim Joyce warned both teams.
"I can understand him getting a little upset because it
was so high," said Backe, who
aJded he meant to throw inside
but not as close to Molina's
face as the pitch went. "I think
he overreacted as far as causing such a big scene but I don't
think he shouldn't have gotten
mad at me for throwing the
ball up around his head."

•MHS
From Page 1B
was Over, gitting Murray an 8-5 lead.
Volp retired Jeffersontown in order in
the bottom of the seventh, getting two
infield pop-ups and a fly-out to center
field.
Downey went 2-for-4 with two runs
and Volp finished 2-for-3 with a run and
an RBI. McClure was I-for-2 with two
RBI and Richerson went 1-for-4 with two
RBI.
Volp pitched all seven innings and picked
up the win, allowing five runs on six

hits and striking out three.
Earlier in the day, Murray manhandled
Doss, scoring three runs in each of the
first two innings to jump to a 6-0 lead.
Doss answered with a run in the third
and another in the fourth, cutting the lead
to 6-2.
That was all they would get, however. and the Tiger offense had only just
awoke. Murray pushed through two more
in the fifth, three more in the sixth and
a whopping seven runs in the seventh
inning to account for the 18-3 final.

The Tigers drilled 20 hits in the game
and pitchers Downey, Jordan Garland and
Roman Kelly combined to hold Doss to
five. Downey pitched four innings and
picked up the win, giving up two runs
and striking out three.
Garland and Kelly offered three innings
of scoreless relief.
Cobb went 3-for-5 at the plate with
four RBI and two runs. Heskett was 3for-3 with a home run, six RBI and two
runs. Jordan Williams was 3-for-3 with a
run scored.

•OCHS
From Page 18
Kristen Boggess was the
heavy hitter for Calloway.
going 2-for-3 and drilling a
three-run home run over the
center field wall that opened
up the game in the second
inning. She added a double
later in the game.
Sam Butts went I -for-3 with
a triple. Alyssa Cunningham

went 2-for-3 with a two-RBI
single in the first inning that
gave the Lady Lakers an early
lead.
In game four Saturday. Calloway fought Davidson Academy tooth and nail for eight
innings. but neither team could
get on the scoreboard. The
game ended in a 0-0 tic.
Gardner pitched all eight

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!

innings for the Lady Lakers
and allowed just two hits,
striking out four, but the Calloway offense couldn't find
its rhythm despite racking up
seven hits.
Jackie Metcalf went 2-for4. Alyssa Cunningham and
Toree Rogers both went 2-for3.
In game five, Calloway's
bats awoke and handed Bolivar a 10-2 loss. Reynolds was
the winning pitcher, tossing
four innings before being
relieved by Rucker.
Muicalf was 2-for-3 with

I

32 Years Experience

Membership Special
Out of County Membership I

I

ONLY

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Act OS
15 10 600
Florida
t 3 11 542 11'S
New York
14 i2538 1 1/2
Philadelphia
12 13 480
Atlanta
3
17 346 6 1/2
Washington
Control Division
IN
I. Pet GB
16 9 640
Chicago
16 10 615 1/2
Si Louis
14 11 560
Milwaukee
2
12 14 462 41/2
Houston
11 15 423 51/2
Cincinnati
10 15 400
Pittsburgh
6
West Division
W
L Pet GB
18
7 720
-Anzona
12 13 480
6
Los Angeles
11 15 423 7 1/2
San Francisco
10 15 400
Colorado
8
10 16 385 8i/2
San Diego

American League Standings
AB Times CDT
East Division
W (Pct GB
74 11 560
Baltimoie
Tampa Bay
14 11 560
15 i2556
Boston
New York
13 13 500 11/2
Toronto
11 15 423 31/2
Central Division
W (Pct GB
Chicago
14 10 583
12 i3480 2i/2
Cleveland
Kansas City
11 14 440 31/2
11 14 440 31/2
Minnesota
Dettoit
11 15 423
4
West Division
W
L Pet 011
Los Angeles
16 10 615
Oakland
16 10 615
12 14 462
Seattle
4
Texas
7
9 17 346

Sunday's Gimes
N V Yankees 1 Cleveland 0
Tampa Bay 3 Boston 0
Texas 10 Minnesota 0
Chicago White Sox 6 Baltimore 1
Toronto 5 Kansas city 2
Oakland 4 SeaMe 2
L A Angels 6 Detroit 2
Monday's Games
Baltimore (1) Cabrera 7-0) at Chicago
While Sox (Vazquez 3-2). 1 05 p in
N V Yankees (Mussina 2-3) at
Cleveland (Laney 0-0) 605 p in
Oakland (Gaudin 2-1) at I A Angels
(Garland 3-21 905 pm
Tuesday's Games
Toronto (lialladay 2-3) al Boston
(Lester 1-2). 6.05 per
Detroit (Rogers I•3) at NY Yankees
(Hughes 0-3), 6 05 p m
Seattle (Silva 3-0) at Cleveland
(Carrnona 3-1), 605 p m
Tampa Bay (Hammel 2-1) at Baltimore
(Olson 0-0). 605 pm
Kansas City (Tomko 1-3) at Texas
(Jennings 0-4), 705 pm
Chicago Wilde Sox 10 Floyd 2-0) al
Minnesota (Bonser 1-4), 7 10 p m
Oakland (Smith 2-0) at LA Angels
(Saunders 4-0) 9 05 P

r

Sunday's Games
kl V Mets 6 Atlanta 3
Washington 2 Chicago Cubs 0
Pittsburgh 5 Philadelphia I
Flonda 3. Milwaukee 2. 10 innings
Si Louis 5, Houston 1
Anzona 2. San Diego
Cincinnati 10, San Francisco 1
I A Dodgers 3. Colorado 2. 10 innings
Monday's Games
Piltsburgh (Snell 2.1) al NY Mars
(Santana 3-2). 6 10 p.m
Cincinnati (Arroyo 03)at Si Louis
(Welleineyer 2-0), 7 15 pm
Houston (Sampson 1-2) at Arizona
IHaren 3-1) 840 p m
Colorado (Morales 1•1) at San
Francisco (Cain 0-2). 8.15 p in
Tuesday's Games
San Diego (Maddox 21)at
Philadelphia (Hamels 2-3). 605 p or
LA Dodgers (Lowe 2-1) at Florida
(Miller 1-2), 6 10 p.m
Atlanta (Glavine 0-1) al Washington
(Redding 3-2). 6 10 p or
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 1-3) at N
Mets(0 Perez 2-1), 6 10 p m
Milwaukee (Sheets 3-0) at Chicago
Cubs (Marquis 1-0). 7 05 p m
Cincinnati (Cueto 12)at Si Louis
(Pinetro 1-2), 7 15 P m
Houston (Cassel 1-0) at Anzona
(Gonzalez 1.1), 8 40 p m
Colorado (Cook 3-1) at San Francisco
(Lincecum 4-0). 9 15 pm

PREP TENNIS

Tigers take sweep
over Marshall Co.
BOYS WIN 7-2;
GIRLS POST SHUTOUT 6-0
Staff Report
The Murray High tennis
teams took a sweep from Marshall County in Draffenville
Friday afternoon, the boys winning 7-2 and the girls 6-0.
The Tigers took five out of
six singles matches in boys
action and won two out of
three in doubles to beat the
Marshals. The Lady Tigers beat
Marshall in four singles matches and two doubles matches.
On the boys side. Aaron
Polivick beat Matt Shanklin
3, Colin Capps beat Dexter
Titsworth
8-4,
Sudan
Loganathan beat Will Johnson
8-2. Dillon Ward beat Seth
Alexander 8-4, Drew Keller
lost to Taylor Hicks 8-3 and

Brett Gibson beat Ryan Alexander 8-0.
In doubles, Polivick and Gibson fell to Shanklin and
Titsworth 9-7, Ward and
Loganathan beat English and
Johnson 8-6 and Capps and
Ben Mason beat Alexander and
Hicks 8-5.
On the girls side, Brooke Salley beat Megan Skees 8-1,
Addie Griflo beat Megan Royster 8-2. Haley Haverstock beat
Ali Smith 8-6 and Cassidy
Copeland beat Lynsey Freeman
8- I .
In doubles, Gnffo and Haverstock beat Royster and Skees
and Claire Pittman and Courtney Perry beat Freeman and
Smith.

•Derby
From Page 1B
with her at a mile-and-a-quarter than 1 did with Hard Spun.
You have to pull on her in
the morning to get her to stop.
With Hard Spun, you'd tell
him to stop and he'd say,
Hard Spun finished second
behind Street Sense in last
year's Derby. A filly hasn't
won since Winning Colors in
1988. and none has started
since 1999.
Jones said he also would
enter Eight Belles in the Derbyeve Kentucky Oaks as a backup. His other filly, Proud Spell,
will go only in the Oaks.
"The owners are trying to
help rne by keeping these fit-

GUN SHOW

600"

Fri. 5p-9p.
Sat. 9-5. Sun 9-4

NO INITIATION FEE C EASY PAYMENT OPTIONS

18 Holies With Cart !
$20 ANYTIME!!

Call Today For An Appointment

1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.wealsideveteom

Nobody can protect your AL110
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray NV .253-341t,

MAY 2-3-4

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

Haverstock Insurance Agency

lies apart," he said. "We feel
good about both spots."
Proud Spell has enough graded stakes earnings to get into
the 20-horse Derby field: her
$880,0(X) total puts her second
to Pyro. She is owned and
bred by former Kentucky Gov.
Brereton Jones, who is no relation to his trainer.
"If the other filly were not
involved, we'd be more inclined
to consider the Derby," the former governor said. "Either one
of these fillies would have a
good shot at winning the Derby.
You can't win them both (Oaks
and Derby) until the two fillies are spread out."
TODAY'S UNIIIP SPONSOND BY

Lindy Suiter

Groomer: Diane Jackson

(270) 753-6749

two RBI, Butts was 2-for-4
with two RBI and Boggess
was 2-for-4 with two RBI and
a triple.
In the final game of the
weekend, the Lady Lakers ran
out of gas and fell 3-0 to
Camden, managing only two
hits.
Gardner pitched and scattered nine hits, but the Lady
Lakers played good defense
behind her and didn't commit
an error.
The Lady Lakers return to
action this afternoon, hosting
Reidland at 5 p.m.

IF!E"' ER CI Al if;P121

so,

PADUCAH
PARK PLACE
(3174 Park Ave)-

Coupon*Ow St601/

South Highland
Country Club

isms
Envidvar, in
Small
Animal Can

3313 St.

0
•

0

BUY-SELL-TRADE

Rt, 303, Mayfield • 247-2918
0

0
0

INFO
?a

(563)927-8176

601 frisin If • 7/I 5842

TV, radio
ARENA FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2- Dallas at Philadelphia
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN
N.Y Yankees at Cleveland
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
rur - Playoffs first round. game 4
Boston at Atlanta
930 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs forst round game 4.
L A Laken at Denver
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS- Playoffs. conference
semifinals. game 3, Montreal al
Philadelphia

%turns, Ledger & Times

Monday. April 28. 2008 • 3B

CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
AcNerbsers are requested to check
the lust insertion of their ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be

RD

igue Standings
nes CDT
Division
W
L Pet GB
15 10 600
13 11 542 1 1/2
14 12 538 1 1/2
12 13 480
3
9 17 348 61/2
1 Division
W
L Pc* 011
16 9 640
lb 10 615 1/2
14 11 580
2
12 14 462 4 1/2
11 15 423 51/2
10 154(10
6
Division
W
L Pet 011
18 7 720
-12 13 480
6
11 15 423 71/2
10 15 400
8
10 16 385 81/2

responsible for only one menet
insertion Any (MO( 971046 be reported immediately so cormc-bons can

be made

010
030
025

Lira Nellie
Neace
Pereenale
me Flairriki
040 Ittionerele Women
010 test And Nana
NO Help Wrote/
070 heft.Wanted
me Deremelle S Cliletkare
100 aseileesa 091ketun91
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120 Compuler•
110 Appilenest Pert.
110
oTo00
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1110 Hamm Furnishings
161 Ankiaree
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200
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220

CLASSIFIED AD RATES ,401.
1111b

Perm Equipment
Hem Equpreent
EPati Equipment
Elmwood
Weber
Webs Mente Lab Fer Saar
lasalle Poem Per $ale
Meake lionme Pee Rent
Pitile Ham Lote Pot kent
Einem. rientale
Applinervis For kern
litterne Per hem
liettest Per Rent
Memo kestleei
Comineretel Properti
Piet S Supplies
Lereeleon a $upplies
Public Ilele
LAMP.. Mont ae Lae.

tee

270
260
215
200
220
330
340
150
370
307
410
4211

430
436
NO

446
440
466
440
470
00
466
490
4111
500
Ill

520
530
NO
570

Reel lever
Lehe Proven,
tete For Sem
Late For Hem
Farmi 000 lane
Acreage
Hamm Fee Sate
Motorcycles 6 ATV•
Attar P.O.
leen MOM 04100..
treed Cars
Sem
Woe Trucks
Carniees
Earle I Mame
Ursa.Catered
Pr.00aliat.r
Meesco 11 ken*.

$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
INA 51
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.50 eadi
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per Jay.
• 3.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classified. iii nto Smxrt Saver)
,
Witel
scg• or/aifvia
inallineetii
irt Am
aliveiraaime•apage
em_nmieta,
r

lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris

Master( ,ott

Happy Birthday

run
71!

11111111111 WIll

OUSINESS 111 SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

a bP(4)iii

Lou V. McGary
DO., Your Policy Pay 100'4

Limousine. & Von.
Let your graduate know how proud you are of
their achievements by placing your
graduotion line to be published 'n our Graduation
Tab on May 15, 2008

1
011

r iW
. 111111
.1111u

the Deductible.,

email/Ma .m.7115.
154041,1/i,rli.n.;,zzawiip-WM% Marnt
Murray, KY ISOM
I 096381471)

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

11119=11-341011

111111

11111

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A - 5131 on
Part B Call rne for more information

All °mum Transportation Airport Selmer •(ernliee Driven

Deadline for
letters is May
r"7i

Sarah,

I p.m

banker, a borrower,
a lender be,
call and wish this banker a
HAPPY 50th
SALLY HOPKINS
A

1-3) at St Louis
r 15 pro
1-2) at Arizona

12th at 5 p.m.
Cost is 1118

Congratulations!
We are very proud of you!
Good luck to you!

IIll!

ii

per

message.

No more than

FREE HELP IN CLADS FILING FOR MY ('WENT!,

111111
111111

20 words.
School logo

Love,
Dad

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT$*

- PREPLANNING "••
DaIIac Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM

on ad.

Lock in price; single pay or

INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

MI;MAY
The Murray Calloway Senior Citizens will be accepting waled bid, on a 2000 Ford Ranger truck. The
truck can be oven at 607 Poplar Street All bide need
to be in the Senior Center by 4.00 May 6, 2009.
Queetions should be directed to Eric by calling 7630929. MCCSC reserve the right to reject any and all
bids.

753-7890•8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Avoid inflationary cost.

will be placed

MOM ct

1 /IM

11111i

LEDGER&TIMES

Ron SaBin - Local Agent
Cell (270)210-2533

11111

CLASSIFIER DEPARTMENT
753-191.
him

payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Phone (270)759-1565

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Tern, hiso./karro ham
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DOTBALL

Philadelphia
LIE BASEBALL

eas at Cleveland
KETBALL

It round game 4

p.m
It round game 4

)CKEY

s, conference
Montreal at

Notice in hereby given that Murray-Calluway
Economic Development Corporation, 1004 Waldrop
Dnve, Murray, KY, 42071. Mot filed an application
with the Natural Resources and Environments.)

CLINICAI.APPLICATION ANALYST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a Cl,mc.l Application Analyst tor our

Protection Cabinet to construct a 1.76 acre lake
adjacent to an unnamed tributary to Clarks River
Being located un the weeterly aide of U S Hwy 641
approximately 3 50 mile. N. of Murray and being
09 mile, north of the US Hwy 641 and Poor
Farm Road Intersection Near current alt. of City
of Murray water tank
Any comments or olnectiona veneering thui application Quill be directed to Kentucky Division of
Water, Water Resources Branch, 14 Reilly Road,
Frankfort Office Perk, Frankfort, Kentucky 40801
Phone 15021 564-3401.

Information Systems Department P.M.it
responsible for support

bask applications

and assists in the impkincination phases of IS projects
Interested candidates must have an understanding
of clinical/medical processes arid procedures and I to 2
years expenenor in an IS ecsdonmcni feshnic al or
Associates degree preferred A working knowledge
of printers and PC's is required
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health. vision dental and
retiremew Interested candidate, should send a
resume or apply in pers.

Nona

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club

Al Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat ill the month
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and cornpa.
rues mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
activities

tAil and Found

FOUND: Small, brown
remale cog. Possibly
Shiba Inii or mix. 7531164.

ACCOUNTING
General
Position
Responsibiiities
Processing accounts
payable and accounts
receivable. preparation
of monthly financial
statements, tracking
fixed assets. Required
education and Baleen
Bachelor's
once.
Degree preferred. a
minimum of five years
expenence in a similar
Required
position
knowledge skills and
abilities: Proamency in
and
Peachtree
Ourckbodks preferred.
literacy,
computer .
specifically Microsoft
Office, strong organizational skills, strong
verbal communications
skills. E. mail resume to
murrayaccountingag
mail com

Henry County Medical Center
ARE computers your
passion? Put your tal
ems to work in an entry
level
position
and
enloy the opportunity
to grow with us, We
need someone full time
who can do web
design. help talk peo.
pie through software
installs and learn new
programs
quickly.
Please call Lorraine at
(270)436-2793 from
900-5:00.

Box 1030
Paris. TN 3824
731-644 8472
cowenqrherric-tn.org
Lew! Oppyrtunal Employer

RN - Unit Manager Position
Must be a team player and be able to
work well with others. Good positive
attitude. Supervisory skills a must.
Apply in person at
HEALTH
& REHAB

CONCRETE
MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
Materials
FEDERAL

Company has Immediopenings
for
ate
Concrete Mixer Truck
Operators. Experience
is not necessary. CDL
preferred, but training
is available. Safe driving record, good work
history, and a flexibin
Schedule is required.
Tcp bcnoflte. tots of
OT, and much more,
Apply in person at any
location. Positions are
available in Paducah.
Calvert.
KY,
KY,
Murray, KY, Cadiz, KY,
Princeton,
KY,
Bardwell, KY. Loam
more
www.fmc1 .corn.

at

Five Hundred Beck Lane
Meyfteld. Kentucky

TF.mPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL. LABOR
5-30411111) 1243416 KY ea1,44105
G. EVANS
ALM(1, K1
7-1-1ST,11-2548 KY 4536447.
M. EDWAIUkS HAZEL, k,
H-I-4E lb 12.51458 1(1' 01350948
ORR/ADAMS HAZF.I., K1
6411-411 TO 12-314111 KY 110353992
D. GRAYSON
HAZEL, KY
1.16-411 To 12-1046
TN 42.1.537.11
KEY/KE1 Pt It's EAR.TN

Mtge 50 It Hr 1t4 :mulct guaranteed. all tool, and equip lur
ni•heat Priming pro,ided
th., fesimd
Trareporlal.on nl ottvorentr 1,, after
'
,Pi ,4 our., tweaks
5opt lie rho 131, au the Faired kerstorit(Mae ot Emplot r11[111
11.e.elopmeni
u•Ing ni
im,w1
ot
Worldor,
& rrsinie1.
order number. KS/INS shoti v ith a u n ii ho unermemem

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

Id Wast*.
4,2•m.
m644•033
enzre

I

FULL-TIME custodian
large
or
Murray
Church. Duties include
general cleaning and
maintenance
plus
sound system operations for church servic
es. Weekend hours.
heavy lifting and background check
are
required. Send resume
with references to.
Custodian, P.O. Box
1040-K, Murray, KY
42071,
MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work No selling
Immediate full/part
time positrons Work
Monday-Fnday. $7$16 per-hour. Raid
weekly. Call 762-9912
MURRAY real estate
licensing class Four

weekends,
June.
( 2 7 0 )2 2 3 - 0 7 9
deloiseadams 10 yahoo
corn

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Driveln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

OTR drivers needMil.
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MYR (800)468-6087
PAINTERS. Need a
minimum 3 years painting expenence for work
in Murray For interview
call 931-436-5353.
WENDY'S is now hiring for shift leaders and
crew members
We
offer
competitive
wages, tuition rein,
401K.
bursement
for
opportunity
advancement, health
and dental insurance.
Apply in person Mon-

Fr), 2,00-4:00, ask for
Mike.

BMW

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger Corn,
you will he redirecterl
to robnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local ph
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the iohnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
R Times Please call
xnil you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

SECRETARWBOOKK

DO you love working
with kid.?
Wee Care Entemnses

may be lust the place
for your Full time and
part time
available

positrons

AP* at'
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL time position,
staff accountant. experience preferred. Apply

to: Resume. PO Box
Mayfield. KY
949
42066.

FULL-TIME Custorner
Support
Representatives needed CSRs provide
phone support for
PowerClarm line or
solutions 1 year college required
Health/life/dental
insurance. 18 paid
days offeyear, retirement Email resumes
to candiceepowerclaim.corn
KFC
now
hiring
cashiers & cooks Must
be available for all
shifts Apply in person
205N 12th S1

()wrier.

111111

WINN
Public Notice ---

6-0

VISA

by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

's Cisme*
3
ago Cubs 0
(alpha 1
•2. 10 innings
n1
go 1
Francisco 1
lorado 2, 10 innings
's Games
I)atNt Mets

veep
[ Co.

Fri. 111.m.
Fri. 11 i.m.
Von. 1 art
M.5 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.
Thur. 1ism.
lhur.1 pat

Motto
Smett Saver
Tuesday
Visdrodey
Thursday
Ft*
Satiatey

$8.25 Column Inch, 60'', Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
• All 1 Ads Must Run In/Phor C Mu Period I

OUR 21117 GRADUATES, A CLASS ACT

1-11 at Sari
1).13 15 prn
Games
2.1) at
its 2-3), 605 p in
2-11 at Florida
It
I) at Washington
P
nny 1-3) at N
, 6.10 pm
3-0) at Chicago
, 7 C6 p m
-2) at St Louis
m
0) at Arizona
0pm
) at San Francisco
5pm

DEADLINES

1t,

1

EEPER, construction
and or trucking industry and plus Send
resume to P.O. Box
816, Murray

tall for a Free Estimate

Security and Camara Systems
Men Alarm Inapection
;
1;•
Eiecttical Casmenetionatepair
Fast Saipan*Sardee 1417

iriof!e_r_y_e_k

"trite HI M% 0

till
.11
311.1

mak]

od tiulaC

860

Wanted
PROGRAMMER ANA
LYST. Information
Systems Department,
Murray State
University Full-time,
entry level, non-tenure
track position to begin
May/June 2008

Quaillkselsons;
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related held preferred,
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related

expenence
Knowledge of applications programming,
systems analysis. relational databases, and
programming support
functions is a prerequisite Expenence with
SQL is required
Expenence with
P(JSOL. Oracle
Stored procedures.
and Oracle
Development tools
preferred Must possess strong Interpersonal skills (both writ-

ten and verbal)

fiesponaltaltlec
Under direction of
Manager
Administrative
Competing provide

systems development,
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGara Banner ERR
and perform all duties
associated with the

support of University
administrative applications Applicant/11
Deadline; May
2008 To Apsdy;
Send cover letter,
resume, and three current professional references to Chair,
Programmer Analyst
Search Committee.

leap Wanted
Administrative

\-.( I I' Ill
11

Computing,
Information Systems
Murray State
University, 112 I & T
Building, Murray. KY
42071-3347 or fax to
(270) 809-3465
Women and moontier
are encouraged to
apply Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity.
M/FADD, AA employer

IN 1 I\

It
\

it

\

\ .-111)1'

eamputers

Want Wiley

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales

BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value.

Steven G Sacora
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA Benefits include

I

293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S 12th,
Murmly.
ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633

•
1

April
Showers
Frivig May
Flowers!

Var

depend on experience. Pleas* send
to:
71011UM•
Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd.
Murray, KY 42C /-1.

ter

a

Mt RIM

LEDGER &TIMES

4-day work week

I

WORK Iron, home,
Incorporated 500 company. No sales, not
nem.(270)804 5648

Home Delivery
Local Mall
ChliMe.1
3 me.
$28.00
3m..
nV1110
6 ate.
$52.50
600..--....314.1111
1 yr.

1 yr .-.---3104.(10
All Other Mail
Sulortiptions

Rest of KY/TN
"etre> & Piectunew

3
6m..

$70.50 3 nm•
$590.00 6 mo...

I

CLEANING houses 20
years expenence
270-759-9553

WILL clean
houses/offices. Please
call (270)293-5806

Where we're in charge
Openings for 6 eat to 12 too

\I /N

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

Check

HOME cleaning

Corn* join us at
THE VILLAGE DAY CARE

1;

Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

SONIC of Murray Is
looking for experiRestaurant
enced
Manager. Pay rats
and
benefits wilt

senAces. 227-7129

1;

•-•11 1111

u riuLi'li

SERVALL Termite &
Pest Control is seeking
applications for termite
technician.
Qualifications include
valid DL, pass drug
screen, must be able to
lift 50Ibs., and crawl
under houses Apply in
person Mon -Fri, 800500.

Email resume to
steve0sacora corn

\

\\III (It '

Money Order

yr.6145.110
Visa

mic

Name
I St. Address
City
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph

GET THIS
Ix'
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753- 1 91 6

Mail this coupon with payment to

•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or uoill 12701 753-19111
v.

a
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A Short Drive from

Missouri Investor SaidMurray,KY
SELL!'

Farm Location: 1515 POTTS ROAD & TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD, MURRAY,KENTUCKY JUST OFF
HWY. 121 NORTH From Murray, KY Take 121 North 5 Mites To Potts Road Go East On Potts Road 1 5
Mikis To Property Site Sloe AWNS

•INNS 14114111111,11,111/ORNIUSIN
NM!NNW
- I MS mom OF YIN NOW RINT IN REAL ESTATE TRACT RANGES -1.5
ACRES,4 ACRES.10 ACRES,25 ACRES,30
ACRES,AND ANY COMBINATIONS UP TO
WM ACRES.
NOMMIEST CALLOWAY COUNTY
"MAK PEACEFUL SETTINGS,GREAT
WI
ON POTTS ROAD AND
TUCKER-.AND ROAD. TPAE ATOUR
OF TIES FABULOUS ESTATE FARM.A
MAT SEE FARM PI N.W.CALLOWAY Ca
sECtuDED &ADMINIVAPACCUCIIVEMN^OINVILYROW*MOWS1E8,AMERICAN
WIRE FENCING DWAIN"A PEWICTINIONVO~MNPOW CAW OR CAME MODUCtIck
AND miE4TNEWLMENTIMPAI
111LIAINZADIES
Puy AMY TRAWL 011/111111111111MIONMINI INN IIMIVININI rsawrita'rvt
ANC7108 SU AT WNW NN WNW NERME llNIJUI)XuNla aimmt17

sums

Brim wan wat lI.iit

tiat maimaiss

mum

Illivelore w Net eembryiemelleelueme
DAL MAT&

ftI-

:F111\1 T
(I..

111Ir Owe

Whet can you buy for... than $80,000.007
• 3 Bedrooms
• 2 Bathrooms
• Fireplace
• Large 2 tiered deck with Pergola
• 3/4 acre fenced yard
• 1 Car Garage
• Outdoor Cabana
• Workshop
It's time to stop renting and own a borne.
:For more details call Tammy Cothran- Realtor
752-4712 or Kopperud Realty 753-1222
0

kazi
J ',RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
ohm or lilt.. & Glendale
111700 $25 les15 $46
(2701 436-2524
(270)293-690S
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunly alarmed
-Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
'We rent U -Hauls
753-9600

44.4
Nara to Buy

SCRAP
CARS
hi

1 IMO
T

{- 'stil)

Melo
- For Saki
2 prom dresses with
ieWelry, one pair o
matching shoes.
227-8969
52" RCA big so-eel-ITT/.
$795 Ott white leather
love
seat
$275
(270)293-9372
BOWFLEX ultimate 2.
$1,000- 293-5662
COLLECTION'S
Books One complete
1979-2007
set
Southern Living Annual
Cookbooks plus annual matte index. Total
cost $840 Will sell for
$350 or best offer
Phone (270) 753-3953
ELEGANT solid pecan
double pedestal dieting table. Two extra
leaves, full cover pad.
Six upholstered eerie
back chairs. Also 2
with
piece
hutch
beveled glass. Paid
$5,000 Will sell for
$1.995 Of best offer.
One
single
6'X4'•
Craftrnatic bed with
motor (4 settings cp.
down and low-high
vibrators) Spotless and
excellent shape. Cost
$1.600 Will sell for
$800 or best offer. One
lull size bed in perfect
Condition used 6 ernes
Extra pad on top Cost
$750. Will sell for $375
Call 753-3953
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

Picky
•Hrstoi,..
sah! U I
Mother s Day
Call 759-4q3,
or- 7S'312'3!:

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831

Appllatices

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
ti0; E

(270) 753-1713
WE HAVE
MOVED
WARD ELKINS
60 E
S. 12TH ST.
12701753 1 7 1 3

1750 Lewes Drive Muilay, KY 42071
1-1-141stdn"

Immediately Available:

Need furniture?

2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
Bedroom - based on income
Section 8 vouchers accepted 'CI
on all apartments.
• Free Cable • Washer. Dryer. Range. Dishwasher. &
Rerngereor Provided • All Berms • Carpet & Ceramic
Tile • Central Heal & An • Pains/Deck
Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details„ 270-762-1044 or
270-804-0850. TTY# 800-648-6056

We sell new & used.

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653
Etwersars
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7.500.
Tobacco
Sticks, .15
each.
(502)550-4080

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguld Drive • Murray, KY 42071

LIQUIDATION Sole
Al! 2006 Homes Mus
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.
***Own*, Finance***
16x80 2 BR, 2 BA.
$2,950 down, $435 per
mo. 55 Jessica Ln.
Bonnie
Byerly,
Pnnapal Broker.
752-0729.
1983 Fairmont14xTo-.
3-BR 1.5-BA, LA pull
out. Riviera CI 51.
Must
be
moved.
$6,000-0B0
753-0250. 703-5804.
1969 14x70 furnished,
front & back porch,
C/H/A. $6,500. after
500.(270)436-5701
REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Paris,
TN Cat 731-584-9429
for more details.
SPRING
SPECIAL.
Purchase
a
new
Clayton Home in the
month'of April arid
receive
NO PAYMENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS!! Call for
detail at 731-584-9429
*Me Homo For ftwit
Nice 2 BR nailer, no
pets. 753-9866
Small 2881. $225. 7536012.
111"-'
T--lar
1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets. Leave a men
sage. 270-753-1970
1 Bedroesm apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances, including
W/D
No
Pets
(270)436-2524 or
293-6906
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
18,2 BR apts. 1 -year
lease 1BR $35000.
2BR $475 00 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
2 BR apt., extra nice.
$540.
1403A
Vaileywood. Available
May 1st. 753-3018
2-BR duplex apartment, C/H/A. WM, furnished and lawn maint.
No pets. 1 yr lease
$450/mo$350deposit
304B S 6th. Cali
(615)907-4955.
2BR duplex. nice.
C/H/A, appliances fur.
nished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
3&4BR, 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Office Hours 8 a.tu. - 12 p.rn.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Farhat

For flint
2BR& 3BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753-2905

2 BR, 1 BA house,
$425mo+deposit, no
pets. 502 Broad St.
Walking distance to
hospital
(270)293-0312.

3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets
Includes
washer/dryer,
overvstove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/1-1/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
To
(2701348-0458

501 South 6th. 3 bedroom
1
bath;
dish
washer/dryer;
washer, refrigerator;
living/dining
stove:
rooms, bonus room;
screened porch, hardwood floors.
270-761-1317

3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

IN Puryear, TN, 1
Bedroom, lease +
deposit. 492-8526
Beautiful
LARGE
3/4BR, 2 story brick,
C/HJA. garage, fenced
yard. welcome pets
$650/mo $500/deposit
301 North 4th Street
753-0089

Realty & Rental
Rental Pitee-dy
Plurally Matiageenent
Seraces available
Can 761-7355
reinrIncenersomermillyrorn

OVER 260 acres of
commercial property
which fronts HWY 80
44481
MLS
Commercial Bonanza!,
Property on South 12th
street, includes two
buildings
currently
leased, lots of parking,
priced below market
value! MIS please call.
Barbara Barnett 0
293-9372 For more
into: www.murraykyrealtorcorn. 1st Reality
Group

NOW LEASING
'.2 & 30edroom Apts
We accept Section
8 voochers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo 7.7.3 ,:tr,

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905. 2931480
SPACE available
Unlywally Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
270 753 1492

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
MOUNTAIN Cur soonrel
hunter
pups
Parents great hunters
on site 3 males, $300
3 females. $350. 270210-9247
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups
3 Black, 2
salt&pepper, 3-males.
Ready
2-females
4,30 Vet checked
shots, wormed, tails
docked 293-1482
Egg,
Muer.. edger & Tines Fair
lionising Ann Notice

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon &
Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

a- twigs, =WNW 6.11111.1.011

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

All n-ni ,tatt &her-teed herein
sublisl to the Federal Fair
(owning Ad which nuke. it
Segal to adverrwe ant rept
e lirnitation or discroruna
INC bused Or. rade naiw fel!
gion. "et hantlinar familial We
he- or nanonal ongin, Men
rion to malt- ant with prefer
entry limitanorn deiennuna
non
'Ade law.forbid de-cal:wallop
in Ilw sale rental or ado-Mining
of real twitate banaid inn tactors ii
addltion to there protected
under federal law
We Nal knowing. Ackert atn
Ili+
ado-Owing lor
n,rt,xininlatxnmoithclai, An
pennon. ate hen-Fis informed
that all dwelling...vase-rived MY
evadable on an equal Troll,
nits
hit further ....Maw- ith lair
llotrung Advertising require
t,ieinb°wart NAA loon-,'!
Rene r Milan, 17011 r414 liggi

Knave

IMO
Lots For Ws

1850 St RI 1 2IS
Murray. KY 4207
2-70-753-5562

MON BEACH
MINI•STORAGI
*All Sims Units

Avalabia
*Now Neve
Climato Control

753.3613

1995 Buccaneer
28x80, perm fndt
17-ac, 4br, 2ba, cha,
gas fireplace. new
appliances hardwood
floors,
new-roof 07 $77,000
(270)293-7257
(270)293-9887
3 BR, 1 BA house, I
block from Murray
campus.
State
Recently remodeled,
1.400 sq. ft hardwood
floors, double driveways
$82,500.
(502)387-6054.
FOR sale by owner,
148 Edinborough Dr.
West. 2200 sq ft. 3BR,
2BA, new in 20L4,
bonus room
759-1461.

1\1\11 1)1 \II
1)1 1;1 UI I 11 I'

One and Two Bedroom Apartment.,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Ct

For Us

3-bedroom, 1-bath,
1200/So-ft. Brick home
1-1/4 acres, CHA,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Patio.
582,500. 615-8047444

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS

14
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1,114
t4k1,1

OTIS
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IMMEDIATE possemon, country living at
it's best. 2 BR, 1 BA
lake are home with 5
acres. Priced to sell
731-247$65,000.
3110. 731-707-2641.
NEW 3 BR, 2 BA
home, tile, hardwood,
carpet, beautiful lot,
Under $150,000. 2931524, 293-9913.
NEW construction, lust
finished. 141 Blissful
View, Saratoga II. Up
scale home. 4-BR, 2
BA.(270)804-1655
NICE, clean, 3 BR. 2
BA. country house,
outside building. Large
trees. 4mi west of Lynn
Grove $53,000. 3822197.
PRICED below
appraisal! New
36112ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II $249,099
Call 1.949.689 5998
REDUCED 4-6 Br. 3
Ba, log home on 1
acre 20 min from
Mayfield. 15 min from
Murray Located in
Marshall.
South
Call
$185,000.
(270)703-7230.
REDUCED 4BR, -2
bath, garage, acre lot.
plus rental mobile
home, 5 O1110.1 trom
MSU off Hwy 80
$79,900 556-6868
REDUCED'
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595

SATIN
"BRAND NEW' 2007
Honda cnreoF dirt
bike. Must got! 32,750.
Less than 1 hour of riding Call
270-227-7547.
06 Yamaha Stratoliner
113 Cl, saddle bags,
windshield, backrest,
new seat and luggage
rack. 2,300 miles, 5
year act warranty.
$10.500. 759-0992.
02 Kawasaki 750
Vulcan, $2,500
(270)703-4887

3AC.
REDUCED
SARATOGA FARMS,
back right corner
White fence in front.
270-519-2290

auto Ports

USED TIRES
Tendable farm land to
196
sale.
acres
Contact Herman Carro
or
(270)753-1219
(2701978-1208

)
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S211
mounted

May Vehicles
*2002 Jeep Cherokee
special edition, 74,000
miles, 4x4. V-8, white
wan charcoal interior,
new tires. excellent
condition
•1999 Chevrolet
Tahoe, 4x4, V-8,
113,000 miles, blue
with gray leather tritonor, heated seats, tow
package, excellent
condition. 753-2486 or
227-7822
1)
Used Cam

dmalladlasurnalsdrisr.00m

General Contracting
Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

JONICS ROOFING CO.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ONI
Is Years Expergencs

06 Honda Shadow
Sprit custom only
4,000 milcs, extra nice
$5,500. 227-3123 or
978-5655

•Tbar-011e
•New Roots
•Repairs
• Vienuninship
Guaranteed

t
it

Trudis
Sharp! 2007 Dodge
Ram ()Lied Cab stil
under
warranty
$18,000 obo.
731-247-3110
99 Ford Ranger supercab, 4 DR, 82K miles,
loaded sharp. $6,800
obo. 978-1548
1994 Ford F-150 1/2
Ton piu, 4.9, 146,xxx
miles, truck has new
tires and in good condition. $2,000. 293-5067

NINON 71114351

mita •

calk 298.0364

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, lg. &
sm. wash rock, dirt, sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

11113LITI
lotrs_
BOAT FOR SALE 1987
Mach 1 Runabout, new
interior, low hours,
looks and runs great
$4,800 obo. 978-1007,
436-5871.
2008 Spring In-Water
Boat Show. May 2, 3 &
4, at Kentucky Darn
Marina on Kentucky
Lake in Gilbertsville,
KY. Over 5,000.000
worth of new, used and
brokered boats will be
display.
Cell
on
(270)362-8343 for info.
www.kentuckianayacht.com
26ft. Harris tote boat
115hp motor, $4,000.
227-1560
1994 AstroGlass Fishn-Ski, all original,
150HP Mercury. lake
ready. $4,000.
293-3769.
85 Baytner Capn runs.
needs work. $450
753-2961

-14--.1
.
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11415. hlkIr

753-9899 or 293-5914
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•Fertithdas
(270)437-4407
LAWN
mowing,
mulching, 'wigwag- •
Mg, garden tilling. •'
293-5662

CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606
731-498-8904
tle r

tuils
ru

JOE S JOBS

l-14 •

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mosvirig. yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00
1270)436-5277

MI,M11114,
1i

I

II

I tr\th.
,51.11\t,

‘aii•tai nom J....1,111.,

753-11116 227-061
Y01.3.11 At)
COULD BI
Fill-RE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
AI.I..75 3-1910
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more.

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng -Decks
-Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstructionnet
It \L
\ 111 (\ 4 III's',
1.10==a11.1

IHifi Electric
Since 1986

24 Now swims
Res.. Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs big or small

753-9562_

79-4418.227-4$4
DN.) HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting

MOWING and trim
ming, reliable, sched
Wed. Steven 767-9178
Handyman Sersices.
All remodeling.
No iob too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001

(731)363-3511

293-5438

436-2967 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, sawing, etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
oink & tree work.
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up Specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ACE Lawn Services
Average lawn 630
Call Stacy for estimates
(270)752-0270
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 4 PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

- \"19l \I I
!it'll Bills.
1%111112
Ts!' II I II

Coll 753-5606

Email us at

Calhoon Construction, LLC

FUTRELL'S Tres
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892139.

270-293-5624
t -Cur,- \

\

I
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I \II \
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R t 1 21N
753.80R7

3101 Si

1M back! From Iraq!
matters'
Quality
Robinson Paint &
Danny
Paper.
Robinson
(270)226-9295

& N lown.StrviAe
'Mowing tforn,,,,,
:not Mulch Haul, ,
Mark Knlgh
276427-P90h
arts. Knight".
27t1 293-004.1
TROYER'S
Construction, Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing. Dame! Troyer
(270)804-6884

ROOFING Free estimate.(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924
SEMI-RETIRED
Carpenter,
R.L. Woods, 753-9440.
Start immediately.
THE Murray Ledger 8 Times considers ay:
sources reliable. WVinaccuracies do occur- ,
Readers using this
information do so at
their owr nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil.
ity whatsoever for their,
activities
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree,
esti436-

WIN wow
•Yards
.Ciesa gutters
Pressure Washi
227-4)929

f Ledger & Times

iction, 11C,
fructtng
esidential
dditions,
e & Roofing

761-6790
78-1007
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K1 gravel, lg. &
dirt, sand.
41 N. of Murray
J., then take a
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293-5914
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Jam Rudolph, professor of
department of agriculture of
Murray State University, is the
new faculty regent at MSU in
the balloting by the MSU faculty.
Joseph Mc Keel and Enka
Wolff, seniors at Murray High
School. are finalists in the 1998
National Merit Scholarship Program.
In a high school basketball
game, Murray Tigers won 6-1
over Calloway Lidters. PitcherS were Jake Thurmond for
the tigers and Jeff Owen for
the Lakers.
20 Years ago
Gale Vinson was named the
1988 Secretary of the Year and
Stuart Poston as the 1988 Boss
of. the Year by the Murray
Chapter of Professional Secretanes International at the annual ;executive banquet.
'Published is a picture of Connie Ross, employee of Briggs
& • Stratton, attaching a decal
on; an engine, as workers prepared an order for Denmark,
narking the first European shipment from the local plant.
Published is a• picture of
Wayne Bennett, local insurance
agent, speaking at a meeting
of: Murray Lions Club with
Charlie Lassiter, club president.
.30 years ago
;Beth Boston, senior at Murray High School and daughter
of Fil and Betty Boston, has
received a National Merit
Scholarship.
Terry Smith, junior at Murray High School and son of
MC and Mrs. Richard Smith,
was elected as governor for

1979 al the Kentucky Youth
Assembly held at Louisville.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Hicks, March 30.
40 years ago
Dr. Harry Sparks, president
of Murray State University,
was the guest speaker at a
meeting of the Murray Lions
Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club house.
Elected as officers of the
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club were Mrs.
John Stamps, chairman; Mrs.
I.H. Key, vice president; Mrs.
Noel Melugin, secretary; and
Mrs. Carl Lockhart, treasurer.
50 years ago
Technical Sgt. Sidney B.
Williams of Mui ay has been
assigned to the Air Force Missile Development Center at the
Holleman Air Force Base in
New Mexico.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lowe
Burd and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Camp.
60 years ago
More than 2(X) strawberry
pickers are needed by the farmers in Calloway County, according to Calloway County Farm
Agent S.V. Foy.
Kenneth Turner, former manager of Radio Station WNGO,
Mayfield, has been named as
manager of the new Radio Station WNBS in Murray.
Members of the Hazel High
School Chapter of Future Farmers of America have returned
from a truck trip to man points
of interest including Memphis,
Tenn., New Orleans, La., and
Gulfport, Miss.

TodaylnIllstery
By The Associated Press

-11.97s

&
Wiling
1118dams•Limbs
•PordlIzleg
(270)437-440

aWN
mowing,
caching, landscap9, garden tilling...
13-6662

Today is Monday. April 28,
the 119th day of 2008. There are
247 days left in the year
Today's Highlight an History:
On April 28, 1758, the fifth
president of the United States.
James Monroe, was born in Westmoreland County. Va.
On this date:
In 1788, Maryland became the
seventh state to ratify the U S
Constitution
In 1789, there was a mutiny
on HMS Bounty as the crew of
the British ship set Capt. William
Bligh and IN sailors adrift in a
launch in the South Pacific.
In 1918, Gavnlo Princip, the
assassin of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austna and the archduke's wife. Sophie, died in prison
of tuberculosis.
In 1945, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini and his mistress,
Clara Petacci. were executed by
Italian partisans as they attempted to flee the counos

E3

F3 lir E1 L.IJ

In 1952, war with Japan officially ended as a ueaty signed in
San Francisco the year before took
effect
In 1958, Vice President Nixon
and his wife. Pat, began a goodwill tour of Latin America that
was marred by hostile mobs In
Lima,
Peru.
and
Caracas,
Venezuela.
In 1958, the United States conducted the first of 35 nuclear test
explosions in the Pacific Proving
Ground u part of Operation Hardtack I.
In 1967, heavyweight boxing
champion Muhammad Ali refused
to be inducted into the Army, the
same day Gen William C. Westmoreland told Congress the U.S.
"would prevail in Vietnam."
In 1988. a flight attendant was
killed and more than 60 persons
injured when pan of the roof of
an Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 tore
off during a flight from Hilo to
Honolulu.
In 1996, a man armed with a
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OWING and trim mg reliable schodod Steven 767-9178
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hotelmen Services.
AB remodeling
No Sab too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

RENCHING
31-782-3951
31-336-5288

EARRY'S
ervice Free
ates. Phone
t62, 227-0267
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tunate to be writing this.
"Blessed" would be a better
word. You see, my family could
have been planning my husband's and my funeral today.
We were driving on a busy
street when another driver raced
out of the post office driveAbby, when way as we were passing. It
white doves, happened so fast, we couldn't
and see who it was -- just an
born
in object hurtling toward us.
raised
captivity Thank God, my husband had
with no clue sharp enough reflexes to swerve
how to live over the double line. Miracuon
their lously, no oncoming traffic was
own,
are approaching. If it had been,
Dear Abby released to we'd have been hit head-on.
"freedom," Had my husband not gotten
they
face out of the way, my side of
By Abigail
certain the car would have been hit
Van Buren
death! Have broadside.
you ever seen white doves flyWhy in the name of heaving about, nesting in the wild? en don't people realize that an
No. That's because they can- automobile is a potential
not survive on their own.
weapon? I hope my letter is
Please spread the word that worth space in your column.
this awful practice needs to Life is fragile. This happened
stop. A little education would yesterday, and I am .. STILL
go a long way. -- SOMEONE SHAKEN IN FORT WORTH
WHO
CARES,
DEAR STILL SHAKEN:
ORANGEVALE, CALIF.
Your letter is well worth space
DEAR SOMEONE: Thank in my column. The driver may
you for the heads-up. I dis- have been high, angry, sleepcussed your comments with a deprived or distracted. Not only
docent at a local zoo, who could you have been killed,
explained that not only do doves but the person driving that car
raised in captivity know noth- could have also been severeing about predators, being ly injured. While cars and
released into an unknown area bumpers used to be made of
disorients the poor creatures. sturdy metal, today they are
In order to survive, they would made of plastic. When we start
have to join with another flock our engines, no one should
-- and spreading their wings ever forget that fact.
brings no guarantee they will
be accepted.
DEAR ABBY: My 14-year000
old grandson was recently treatDEAR ABBY: I feel for- ed to an all-expense-paid vacation to visit his aunt and uncle
in Washington, D.C. Because
his family is struggling finansenuautomatic rifle opened fire on
cially. I gave my grandson $50
tourists on the Australian island
to treat his hosts to dinner.
of Tasman:a. killing 35 people;
He seemed excited about it
he was captured by police after
and readily agreed that he
a 12-hour standoff at a guest cotwould do it.
tage.
I found out inadvertently that
Ten years ago. Social Secunhe did not use the money as
ty's trustees in their annual report
predicted three extra years of full
intended, and, in fact. I don't
pension benefits for rettnng baby
know what he did with it.
boomers before a potential cash
Should I confront him or let
shortfall in 2032. The Senate
it go, since I know he didn't
opened a new round of hearing,
have much spending money?
on alleged abuse and mismanage-- GRANDMA ON A LIMITment at the Internal Revenue SerED INCOME
vice.
DEAR GRANDMA:To ask
Five years ago On Saddam
your grandson what he did
Hussein's 66th birthday, delegates
with the money does not need
from inside and outside Iraq agreed
to hold a nation-building meeting
to be "confrontational." Simand fashion a teinporary, post
ply tell him that you have
Saddam government. The Soyuz
learned that he didn't take his
space capsule carrying•U.S.-Russaunt and uncle out to dinner
ian space crew docked with the
as planned. True, he may have
international space station.
spent the money on himself.
One year ago A suicide car
However, he may have offered
bomber struck in Karbala. Iraq.
and the offer was declined. Give
killing at least 63 people
him a chance to explain.
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.

TWE VETERINARIAN SAYS
IT'S TIME FOR YOUR

ANNUAL CHECKUP

Dr. Gott

in the United Kingdom are under
scrutiny for adding food dyes that
may CallSt cancer.
If you are truly concerned about
additives in your meat, you may
want to buy them from a butcher shop. This way, you get fresh
meat without the fear of additives from major meat packer,
Another option is simply to stop
eating red meat Chicken, turkey
and fish contain the same amount
of protein, have es'. fat and can
be used in place of beef or pork
in most dishes
Take your daughter to an allergist to be tested. Perhaps she is
allergic to more than red food
dyes. You can find out the cause
of her hives, provide treatment
and improve the quality of her
life. If the hives are truly stress
related, perhaps counseling to learn
ways to deal with stress is in
order.
DEAR DR. GOT': I have
donated over 3 gallons of blood
over the pad few years. Blood
donation is important, and I am
glad I can do it. Despite calls
over the past couple of months
from my blood bank wanting my
particular blood type, I've been
reluctant to go. The reason is that
for the past year or so, I have
begun timing burning sensations
and pain in and around the area
where the needles are inserted.
What's going on'? Should I cOntinue to donate blood from that
arm'?
DEAR READER: Donating
blood is safe. Perhaps you are experiencing problems now because
of your history of donating. If
you use the same arm each time.
you may have developed scar tissue at the place the needle is
inserted. This could be pushing
on the sensitive tissues and nerves
in your arm, causing the pain and
bunting. If you still want to donate
blood, try using a different vein.

Coetrietiltidie
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•AKQ954
•8 4
•K 4
+1073
WEST
EAST
•.I 10
•7 2
IP AK I 10 5 3
•6 2
•I 8 7 3
•6 5 2
•9
•A K Q 8 5 2
SOUTH
+863
lect 9 7
SAQ109
41.1 64
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1•
Pass
I NT
2•
2 NT
Pass
2*
Pass
3N1
Disk
Opening lead — king of hearts.
Mk deal was played in the semifinal round of the Vanderbilt Teams
back in 1942. Four prominent Ness
York players participated in the
extraordinary goings-on.
Slmoo Rosiest, holding the Fast
hand, took no initial action over
Ralph Hirschberg's opening onespade hid. Jack Shore made a perfectly normal notrump response. and
Joe Low then bid two hearts
After North rebid his spades,
Rossant passed again, whereupon
South. paying undue homage to his

partner's voluntary rebid. said two
mitrunip Hirschberg raised Shore to
three notrump. and Rossant finally
came out of his shell long enough to
say the word "double."
Low led the king of hearts and
then, taking note of his parlor!'s discouraging deuce, shifted smartly to
the nine of clubs. This was greeted
with enthusiastic approval by
&assent, who proceeded to take six
club tricks in snow.
The sh-of-Marts return by Last
then trapped Shore's Q-9, and Low
cashed five heart tricks By the lime
the dust settled. there was only one
trick let) for declarer to take, and he
2,100 points'
finished down eight
Considering that the most FastWest could have made out the hand
was two hearts with 100 honors. and
that the North-South limit was two
spades, this was a mammoth catastrophe Whether North or South
should be assessed the major portion
of the blame Is kit to the tender mercies of the reader
When the match was Gaily over.
and before they had a chance to COMpare scores, one of Shore's teammates asked him how he and
Hirschberg had fared urn the set of
deals they had just played
Said Shore: -We had a very good
game except for one hand'
P.S. The Hiraeliberg-S'hore team
did not win the match

Tomorrow: A crucial decision
csiess..arwi.a.s.aw...ahs

Cressweris
4
1 .C.Osc
taw—
l"

OOFING Fro* °stints (270)293-4020
!70)293-1924

DEAR DR.GOTT: My in-laws
111S131 that beef sold in most supermarkets is dyed red, and they
soak their meat to remove the
dye. Is this true?
Myoldestdaughterhasluves
often, and we have traced their
occurrence to red food dye. Occasionally, she
will have an
ongoing case
of hives that
we
can't
trace.
We
think it must
be
stressrelated, but
now I wonder if it might
be caused by
Meat
consumption.
By
Aren't meatDr. Peter Gott packaging
companies
required to list dye on package
labels if they add it?
DEAR READER: Red meat
starts out red, but the longer it
sits on store shelves, the more it
turns brown. This is not a sign
that the meat is bad, but most
consumers will bypass it for redder meat. In 2004, the Food and
Drug Administration gave several large meat packers permission
to inject carbon monoxide into
the meat package. This makes the
meat stay red, often even after
the product has spoiled. While
the amounts used probably will
not cause health problems, it does
lend itself to other difficulties. Most
consumers are unaware of this
"additive." It is not listed on the
label because it does not get injected directly into the meat It also
increases the chances (should your
supermarket be less than honest)
of purchasing outdated or spoiled
meat.
I don't know whether some
U.S. meats contain red dye. I do
know that some meat companies

DEAR ABBY: The wedding season is fast approaching, and every year, starryeyed brides plan to release
white doves to "freedom" as
part of their wedding celebration.

ACROSS

L_ Cr NI U3 I (ii)

EMI-RETIRED
arpenter.
.L. Woods, 753-9440
tan immediately
HE Murray Ledger 6 •
men considers art-t
>urces reliable, b4e:
accuracies do occur...,
seders using this
formation do so at
owr risk Although
arsons and compass mentioned herein
e believed to be repable. The Murray
sdger & Times, nor
▪ of its employees
;coot any responsibil
whatsoever tor their
Myrtles
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Reader sees red on
grocery store meat

Certain death, not freedom,
follows the wings of a dove

Sot)
WARS!)
(
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Monday, April 28, 2008 • Mi

18
2S
Htr
aethy
vecthe nerve
bandage
13 Nose stimulus
14 Linoleum
measurement
15 Big Dipper
neighbor
17 Nessie s
hideout
19 Dr — Manchu
20 Blarney Stone
site
21 Mutter
23 Mil status
24 Pack animals
26 Income source
29 Gravy spot
30 Lucy Lawless
role
31 Kindly
Situated
33
35 Obi-Wan player
36 Incline
3' Affirmative

38 Flowering tree
40 The gentleman
42 Looted
44 Rostrum
46 Blvd
48 Lament
49 Rope iniunes
50 Smith or
Jackson
52 Low-tat spread
54 Citrus cooler
55 Sudden urges
56 Talking bird
57 Cinnamon -DOWN
1 Kept near the
shore
Pungent
Century unit
MiMe marsupial
Trooper
demand
6 Newspaper fea2
3
4
5

ture
7 Fragrance
8 Arlene of old
films

Answer to Previous Puzzle
S'PO'OR
AIS P
W I 'T
HA I
PLUME
ROE
NUCLEALIIIISHONE
HOESWNI
BRINIEST
C NBA
HEAR
Y
.LARDS
1_
ANA
LAP
TRYST
EMOTE
TEAM
10
MIGRATES
HOSS
HBO
LADE
M 113M I
MAESTRO
AHIA
LEARN
EDS
13,0:r
D.A,S
Y AM 0.8
4-28 C 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc
9 Hot Spnogs ICc
10 Limps cousin
11 — de cologne
16 Boston cager
18 "60 Minutes'
network

MIMM dada Mind
MOO MEM WM=
MOWN _WM dm
WIIMM MMEMMA
MI MdMMMM Add
AIM= dMIMM
MAME= dMMINIM
MEM
MEM=
MEM ddIMMUM dd
ddIMMEM MAW
Od MOM MEM
MEM MINIM ME
MOM MIIMM MUM

21 Leading
22 Bail out
25 Trail behind
27 Small number
28 Dog-scolding
word
29 Villain s smile
30 Olivia
Newton-John
hil
31 Moo
companion
32 Famous
cathedral town
33 Grind away
34 — Cruces
NM
36 Not fragrant
38 Farrow of
39 Figure of
speech
40 Knshria devotee
41 Ruhr Valley
city
43 Totally amazes
45 Bedouin
46 Blue expanse
47 — kwon do
49 Python or wrap
51 Opry's St
53 Space width
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Calloway FFA takes 1st at MSU
On April lb, the Calloway County High
School FFA Chapter won the first place
overall trophy in the 56th annual Murray
State University FFA Field Day. Calloway
County competed against 42 other schools
from the four state region and placed first
for the third consecutive year.
According to Jacob Falwell of the CCHS
agncultur.: department, this matches the
longest streak by a Calloway County
Chapter, which last won three straight from
1980-1982, and it is the ninth time in the 56year history of the event that the school has
been the overall champion.
(VHS winners from the event were:
ai Livestock Judging Team, 1st place Cassie Henden, high individual; Kelsey
Watson. 2nd high individual; Tatum Dale,
and Josh Eaker.
a Fitaicultute Team, 1st place - Shawn
Jenkins, high individual; Grant Barrow,
Jeremy Miller; and Allison Jones
• Nursery/Landscape Team, 1st place Kristen Mikulcik, high individual; Elizabethe

Bloom, 2nd high individual, Takina Scott, 3rd
high individual; and Carey Boggess.
•Overall Horticulture, 1st place.
•Small Animal Team, 1st place - Melinda
Jernigan, 3rd high individual; Erica Greer;
Kattyn Bartow,and Elizabeth Smith.
• Burley Tobacco Judging Team, 1st
place - Denham Rogers, high individual; Ben
Walters, 2nd high individual, Josh Stewart;
and Coby LyeII.
•Dark Fired Tobacco Judging Team, 1st
place - Patrick Wyatt high individual;
Zachary Underhill, Joseph Kelly. and Casey
Brockrnar,.
•Air Cured Tobacco Judging Team, 2nd
place - Ben Hudson; Andrew Coles, Trey
Travis; and Zachary Underhill.
•Overall Tobacco, 1st place
a Hippology Team, 1st place - Rachel
Talent, high individual; Lauren Harlan 3rd
high individual; Will Blackford. and
Samantha Bucy.
•Soil Judging Team, 2nd place - Emily
Alton; Whitney Gardner; Josh Reynolds, and
Haley Miller
us Weed Identification, 2nd place - Alaina

Mikulcsk.
•Auctioneering, 2nd place' Drew Haley.
•Poultry Judging Team, 3rd place - Cohn
Honvood,
Tom
Watson;
Rachelle
Ouertennous; and Ashleigh Eldndge.
•Ag Mechanics Team, 4th place - Clay
Choate; C J Dial; Travis Lamb; and Jordan
Roach.
Fnedh
a ric
Tooi Identification, 4th place - Robby

• Horsemanship, 4th place - Samantha
Bucy.
•Seed Identification, 6th place- Morgan
Srnotherman
•Tractor Dnving - Garen Lawson.
•Roping - Casey McKinney.
•Goat Tying - Ashley Kingins
a Dairy Judging Team - Jesse PrItiShatt
Rebekah Hillman, Travis Kim, and Kysha
Adams.
• Horse Judging Team - Clint McCoy;
Kelsee Knight; Sarnia O'Bryan, and Janet*
Johnston.
All 58 student's scores contributed to the
team,s overall victory, it was reported.

Illonscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday, April 29, 2008:
You often react to the unexpected and then have to catch up to
others. Stay focused, knowing
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
what you want. Remain imper- *** Dig into a project, but at
as
much
as
to
distraction
vious
the same time realize your goals
possible. Your success will might not be another's It you've
depend on your focus this year. been thinking about an avantYour imagination helps create garde diet or exercise program,
even more dynamic ideas and check it out, but also see what
leadership, if you choose to use negative ramifications could
it in that manner. You become ensue.
more decisive than in the past. If LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*****
Your
creativity
you are single, you'll meet peoemerges no matter whom you
ple through your work or public deal with or what you are disappearances. Someone is drawn cussing. Remember, you choose
to you because of your incisive your focus, and that is where
wit. If you are attached, a dream you are likely to infuse your
the two of you have shared for imagination. Romance blooms
years becomes a distinct possi- for those who are single. SCORbility. Go for it together. PIO (CK.t. 23-Ndv. 21;
AQUARIUS encourages you to **** Establish stronger
ground rules and realize your
dream.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'U Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
ARIES(March 21-AprIt 19)
**** Vagueness and possibly
a sense ot contusion surround
friends, meetings and goals. You
can weave your way through
any haze, especially if you maintain a sense of humor. Give others the benefit of the doubt
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Step up to the plate knowing what you want and expect. A
loess might not be as direct as
you would like. Deal with this
person as he is. as he isn't about
to change. Follow another's lead
in order to stay clear GEMINI
(May 21-Juno 20)
***** Opinions might transform your thoughts -- all the better, as you are evolving Your
choices need to reflect you, not
thoughts of the past. Make calls
and consider planning a getaway very soon. New ideas,
people and situations invigorate
you..

Photos proved

WE'RE GOING TO THE CIRCUS!: Kylie Chapman. Halley, Abigail, and Lauren Mott and Brandon Redd is pictured with the
winning entries to the recent coloring contest sponsored by Ringling Bros. Circus. The winners received passes to attend 1119
circus.

Community Partners receive award
The
The award was given at the
Kentucky Library & Museum annual ceremony where the
Program at Western Kentucky national office recogr.izes affiliUniversity, The Cs.alinal Hill ates, partners, and staff for their
Rehabilitation Hospital and the outstanding
work
toward
Lexington Art League in increasing access to the arts for
Lexington. Ky., and Murray people
with
disabilities.
State University and the Murray Students have the opportunity to
Art Guild in Western Kentucky work side by side in their week.,
each received an Award for ly studio classes, they work side
Outstanding Community Palmer by side with a professional artist
for their work with VSA arts of and get individual attention and
Kentucky's growing Side by feedback from the artist and
Side program. Side by Side is a their work is hung side by side
visual arts program, for children for the public exhibition.
with disabilities, that provides
VSA arts of Kentucky coot-.
mentoring collaboration with dinates comprehensive proprofessional adult artists from gramming across Kentucky, prothe iocal community Students viding arts and educational
with special needs attend studio opportunities in the classroom
art classes led by a VSA arts of and in the community, as well as
Kentucky teaching artist and support and encouragement tor
create a variety of artworks dur- professional artists with disabiling that series of classes. At the ities. "VSA arts affiliates and
end of the teaching session, each their partners are dedicated to
student artist is paired with a creating new opportunities in
local artist in a one on one ses- the arts for both children and
sion where they create a collab- adults with disabilities," said
orative work of art. The program Soula Antoniou, president of
concludes with a public exhibi- VSA arts. "Their work in
tion of an individual student schools, with local artists, and
work, the collaborative piece with cultural institutions makes
and a piece by each professional their communities more incluartist, all presented side by side. sive, and I look forward each
-

WASHINGTON, --

year to highlighting their
accomplishments."
VSA arts is an international
nonprofit organization founded
in 1974 by Ambassador Jean
Kennedy Smith to create a society where people with disabilities learn through, participate in,
and enjoy the arts. VSA arts provides educators, parents, and
artists with resources and the
tools to support arts programming in schools and communities. VSA arts showcases the
accomplishments of artists with
disabilities
and
promotes
increased access to the arts for
people with disabilities. Each
year millions of people participate in VSA arts programs
through a nationwide network of
affiliates and in 55 countries
around the world. VSA arts is an
affiliate of the John F. Kennedy

Center for the Performing Arts.
For more information, please
visit www.vsarts.org

Iv ineumaie
challenge their thinking Or you
could just go off and do your own
thing, you will be much eappier
as a result You don't always
need to be the lead player.

CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** How you handle a partner might make a difference, or
so you think. This person is
direct and sometimes stubborn.
He or she will react to any tendencies to manipulate Give this
person space to express his or
her thoughts.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others might be determined to have events occur as
they think they shouel. You could

limits. Confusion surrounds a
personal or domestic matter. You
might not be hearing the whole
truth. Skeletons literally might
fall out of the closetISAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
***** 'Valk and express yourself. Don't put anything on the
back burner. Your sense of
direction might be oft. but your
intuition will steer you. If you are
feeling unsure of someone or
misunderstood, don't close yourself off. Keep talking!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jon. 19)
**** Take your time making
up your mind. If you feel .nat
there are too many mixed messages, slow down and sort
through what you are seeing.
Understanding gets you far.
Clear out the cobwebs before
they trip you up.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You easily could be
overwhelmed. Take a deep
breath and make it your pleasure to move a project along or
get a situation under control.
Someone makes it clear that he
or she cannot get enough of you.
You decide what you want here.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
** Slowing down might not
decrease your efficiency. In fact,
it might increase the Quality of
your work. Pay attention to
details and ask what step you
might have forgotten A positive
attitude gets you far.

BORN TODAY
Jazz musician Duke Ellington
mogul
(1899),
newspaper
William Randolph Hearst(1863),
conductor Zubin Mehta (1936)

ATTENTION
MHS
CLASS OF 2008
It's time for the Murray Ledger & Times
Senior Class of 2008 Special Section.
If you wouid like to be included in this special section and MO NOT have your senior
picture made by Lifetouch Photography, please take a current picture of yourself to your
high school office. Please list your foil name, school and phone number on the back of
the picture.

DEADLINE APRIL 29, 2008
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With Murray Electric's whole house surge protection, you'll never have to fear that question.
We're the only company in town that can guarantee 100% protection for ell of your household
electronic appliances. Call 753-5312 today to find out how to protect your
investments from lightning and power surges

Fri., May 2, 2008,
10 p.m.
MSU Stewart
Stadium

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

N'401'
Available May 1st! Surge
Block
7.°`'

